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        1                     P R O C E E D I N G S

        2                   Tuesday, December 8, 2009

        3                             - - -

        4                   MR. LITTS:  We'll go on the record here.

        5      Good morning.  We are reconvening the charter school

        6      revocation hearing involving Pocono Mountain Charter School.

        7                   Before we get started, I have a couple of

        8      housekeeping items.  First off, in compiling the record of

        9      exhibits at the November 23rd proceeding I inadvertently
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       10      numbered two School District Exhibit 6's.  I have provided

       11      a version of the exhibits and what I did is School District

       12      Exhibit 6, the first one, will remain School District

       13      Exhibit 6.  The second School District Exhibit 6 we've

       14      identified as School District Exhibit 6A and, so, the School

       15      District Exhibit 6A is the September 18th, 2009, letter from

       16      Ellen Schurdak addressed to me and then, thereafter, the

       17      numbering continues and I will provide Counsel, the

       18      stenographer, and the record will reflect that change in the

       19      exhibit numbering.

       20                   Additionally, we started the proceedings a

       21      little bit late this morning because we've had a number of

       22      caucuses between Counsel and otherwise.  The attempt today

       23      is that we will commence roughly at about 11:40, we'll take

       24      a break for lunch about 1 o'clock, and due to the weather

       25      and other commitments that individuals involved with the
�
                                                                       590

        1      proceedings have we'll probably shoot to recess the hearing

        2      about 4:30 in the afternoon today.  So, that's the plan.

        3                   With that, I know, Miss Schurdak, you have

        4      identified some joint exhibits.  Do you want to offer those

        5      now?

        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Yes, they are numbered J-31,

        7      J-32, and J-33.  I have already given a courtesy copies to

        8      opposing counsel.

        9                   J-31 is Hearing Officer Order No. 5 which

       10      essentially schedules the following hearing dates:

       11      February 1, February 2, February 8th, and February 9th of

       12      next year.

       13                   Joint 32 is Hearing Order [sic] No. 6 which

       14      denies the charter school's Motion to Dismiss.

       15                   And Hearing Order [sic] No. 7 marked as J-33
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       16      is the hearing officer's opinion regarding the district's

       17      Motion to Enforce Agreement and/or For Sanctions.

       18                   MR. LITTS:  Any objection to those orders

       19      entered into the record?

       20                   MR. ANDERS:  No.

       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I have two copies each,

       22      Mr. Litts, for you of each of these pre-marked exhibits with

       23      hole punches.

       24                   MR. LITTS:  Thank you.  And the other thing

       25      related to the Motion to Dismiss, which is J-32, Counsel did
�
                                                                       591

        1      have a discussion off the record about a desire to place

        2      certain correspondence related to that motion into the

        3      record and we did previously state that we would permit

        4      that.  I sent via e-mail on Monday, December 7th, the

        5      documents that I believe are related to that motion for

        6      Counsel's review and assuming Counsel is in agreement that

        7      that accurately reflects those documents surrounding the

        8      Motion to Dismiss we will identify those exhibits and place

        9      them into the record at our next hearing session.

       10                   So, I would simply ask Counsel to review that

       11      list and get back any questions or concerns prior to the

       12      next hearing proceeding that's scheduled.

       13                   Similarly with regards to the Motion to Enforce

       14      Agreement, which is -- my order addresses that in J-33.

       15      I've identified, I think, in correspondence and the actual

       16      motion a response related to that item and if there's no

       17      objection prior to the convening of the next public hearing

       18      I will mark those two motions as exhibits and place them

       19      into the record at that time.

       20                   So, again, Counsel please review that and we'll
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       21      have those marked as exhibits in the next hearing session.

       22                   So, is there any other item before we begin

       23      testimony today?

       24                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I am asking for a continuance of

       25      today's proceeding in light of the developments that
�
                                                                       592

        1      occurred this morning that I do not wish to place on the

        2      record at this time, but I believe the board and opposing

        3      counsel and Mr. Litts you are well aware of the developments

        4      this morning and the significance thereof and my being

        5      unable to adequately prepare my witness in light of these

        6      new developments.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  And the request is denied based

        8      upon the time restraints we have today and discussions that

        9      we had with counsel off the record.  I anticipate that --

       10      assuming the superintendent's going to be the witness today

       11      that we'll probably only get through direct examination or

       12      not even complete direct examination.

       13                   So, with that that request is denied and we'll

       14      commence with testimony.  You may proceed, Miss Schurdak.

       15                   MS. SCHURDAK:  With that I call Dr. Pfennig to

       16      the stand.

       17                              - - -

       18                   DR. DWIGHT PFENNIG, having been duly sworn

       19      according to law, testified as follows:

       20      DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MS. SCHURDAK:

       21             Q     Good morning, Dr. Pfennig.

       22             A     Good morning.

       23             Q     You're superintendent here of the school

       24      district.  Can you tell the board how long you've been

       25      superintendent?
�
                               D. Pfennig - Direct                     593
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        1             A     For almost five years.

        2             Q     And can you briefly go into your educational

        3      background?

        4             A     I've been in public education for almost 38

        5      years.  Of those 38 years I spent eight years as a teacher

        6      of English, Reading and Language Arts.  In teaching I taught

        7      on the junior high school, middle school, and high school

        8      level.

        9                   When I became an administrator in 1980 I was

       10      an assistant principal for discipline and two to three

       11      subject areas in a small high school in Keyport, New Jersey.

       12      I stayed in that position for about four years.

       13                   When I left that position I became the

       14      principal of a K-8 elementary school in Keyport, New Jersey,

       15      that had approximately 800 students.

       16                   When I left after two years in that position I

       17      left the Keyport School District and went to Glen Ridge,

       18      New Jersey, where I was a middle school principal for two

       19      years.  In that school I had approximately 330 students.

       20                   Upon leaving Glen Ridge Borough and also the

       21      school I went back to Keyport in 1988 to become the

       22      superintendent of schools.  I stayed in the superintendent's

       23      position in Keyport -- and Keyport had about 1200 students

       24      as a district.  It had two schools.  It had the high school

       25      and the K-8 school.  I stayed as superintendent in the
�
                               D. Pfennig - Direct                     594

        1      Keyport School District for approximately three and a half

        2      years and moved on in 1991 to the North Plainfield School

        3      District in North Plainfield, New Jersey.

        4                   I was in North Plainfield.  North Plainfield

        5      had about at that time 23 or 2400 students and was growing
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        6      slightly.

        7                   In 1994, the end of '94, December 31st,

        8      beginning of '95 I left North Plainfield, New Jersey, to

        9      become the superintendent of schools in Morristown, New

       10      Jersey.  Morristown was a school district that had

       11      approximately 4500 students at that time.

       12                   In January of 2002 I was asked by the newly

       13      appointed Commissioner of Education in New Jersey, William

       14      Labara, to assume the position of Chief of Staff with his

       15      office in the state Department of Education in New Jersey

       16      and I left the Morristown School District at the end of

       17      January, the beginning of February.

       18                   I stayed in state department for three and a

       19      half years, left there in June of 2005 to become the

       20      superintendent of the Pocono Mountain School District.

       21                   While I was in the deputy commissioner's

       22      position the title was changed from chief of staff to deputy

       23      commissioner near the end of February and that had to do

       24      with the ability of the deputy to fill in for the

       25      commissioner in his absence because it was a legislatively
�
                               D. Pfennig - Direct                     595

        1      created position rather than chief of staff which was an

        2      appointed position, not legislatively created.

        3             Q     Do you hold any higher degrees?

        4             A     Yes.  I have a Bachelor of Arts that I achieved

        5      in English at Monmouth -- what is now Monmouth University,

        6      at that time it was Monmouth College -- in 1972.  I have a

        7      Master's in School Administration from Seton Hall University

        8      which I received in 1978, and in 1994 I received my

        9      doctorate in Educational Administration in Seton Hall

       10      University.

       11             Q     Now, in reviewing your background have you had
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       12      any background with respect to lease agreements or

       13      contracts?

       14             A     With lease agreements or lease contracts any

       15      experience I've had with them came with primarily my public

       16      school background.  It was limited.  In Morristown, in

       17      particular, we had a lease/purchase agreement for a bus

       18      garage/mechanics area.  There had been, you know, some

       19      unhappiness in the community about buses being parked on

       20      school property and emissions and whatnot and we entered

       21      into an agreement with a seller and then had our buses use

       22      that facility when it was finished.  I participated in the

       23      negotiation of that lease with the owner.

       24             Q     Do you have anything in your background in

       25      terms of dealing with charter schools?
�
                               D. Pfennig - Direct                     596

        1             A     When I was in the Morris School District there

        2      was a charter school -- actually, the charter school

        3      legislation passed in New Jersey during that time that I was

        4      in the Morris School District and I had two experiences that

        5      I think at least lend to my background in charter school --

        6      in the charter school area.

        7                   The first one was the ability -- which is very

        8      similar -- well, the difference -- let me point out the

        9      difference in the laws in New Jersey and Pennsylvania is who

       10      approves the charter schools.  That's the main difference.

       11      It is the State of New Jersey; it is the local district in

       12      Pennsylvania.

       13                   In the state approving it it still had to go

       14      through a process with the local districts in New Jersey.

       15      When the first meetings were set up and the talk about

       16      charter schools being set up was begun there was a group of
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       17      parents and, also, a group of school leaders within the

       18      Morris School District, which was Morristown, who had an

       19      interest in converting one of our own schools to a charter

       20      school and that very much reflected the practice that's

       21      allowable in Pennsylvania of having, I believe, 51 percent

       22      of the staff and parents vote for that and they can go ahead

       23      with that process.

       24                   At the time the Morris School District was

       25      growing and we had three elementary schools.  We needed a --
�
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        1      I'm sorry, we had six elementary schools, K-2 and 3-5, and

        2      then they joined in the junior high and we had the schools

        3      paired so that they would go from one school to the other

        4      and then to the junior high.  There was a little bit of

        5      concern about having this seventh school and how would we

        6      divide that up.

        7                   There was also the concern of whether we could

        8      provide the program that the parents and the teachers wanted

        9      to initiate which was based on a pilot program that was run

       10      in the Morris School District and it was a unique program.

       11      It was a multi-age educational program in grades K-5 and the

       12      issue was that we were going to miss because of our student

       13      population of not being able to run that program anymore,

       14      so there was interesting in creating a new school just for

       15      that program.

       16                   Since we also needed the space for our growing

       17      student population we decided to take what was then the

       18      administrative offices that were in one particular school

       19      and reopen that school as an operating school and within

       20      that school create the K-5 magnet school that would be a

       21      multi-age magnet school satisfying a need to continue the

       22      program that had been begun in a couple of schools as a
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       23      pilot and also the need that those parents had desired to

       24      have a school that would be that way and in being a magnet

       25      school we also made it a school of choice which is, you
�
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        1      know, really what's behind the charter school theories,

        2      having another school of choice, and we did that.

        3                   The way we populated that building, because

        4      that was a complicated issue in the Morris School District

        5      because we were under a federal guideline at that time for

        6      desegregation, our schools had to be -- and that plan was

        7      in place long before I got there.  That goes back to a case,

        8      I think Jenkins versus the Morris School District, a long

        9      time ago, probably in the '70s, which actually joined those

       10      districts together and in having to follow the federal plan

       11      to integrate the schools over the years there was also a

       12      fair amount of money that went with that for desegregation

       13      issues and that had been cut out and in my experience in the

       14      Morris School District that wasn't being received anymore,

       15      but we still had to follow the plan and the plan was to keep

       16      the school racially balanced by sending area and also by

       17      school and we even followed it right down to the classroom.

       18                   In dealing with the new school, this school of

       19      choice, we had to make sure that we ran separate lotteries

       20      for the different ethnic groups within the community to

       21      maintain that racial balance so we'd be in compliance with

       22      the federal plan.  And we did that.

       23                   The other experience with charter schools was

       24      also in the Morris School District because right around the

       25      same time the Unity Charter School was opening.  They
�
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        1      applied for a charter with the state and it was approved
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        2      and we did work with them through my remaining years there.

        3                   There were some issues on facility going back

        4      to those days of early approval because of where they were

        5      operating the school.  It was in a -- what's called an

        6      Italian American Association or hall where they held other

        7      kinds of activities.  They were converting the top floor

        8      into a school and we had some facilities issues which we

        9      dealt with and we actually had some court proceedings about

       10      them and it was found to be in favor of the charter school

       11      and it was mainly due to a bar being in the building and no

       12      access to the restrooms other than going by the bar.  But,

       13      by the time things were finished the charter was approved

       14      and we worked with them cooperatively through my last two

       15      years, I believe, in the -- in the Morris School District.

       16             Q     With respect to being superintendent of this

       17      district can you -- and I know the board knows this, but for

       18      the record roughly how many students attend Pocono Mountain

       19      School District?

       20             A     We're currently at about 11,200 the last time I

       21      checked if you take a look at students in place within the

       22      school buildings.  We go upwards of 12,000 when you look at

       23      either financial or other responsibilities in terms of

       24      students who attend the charter schools, cyber charters or

       25      who may be home schooled.
�
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        1             Q     How many buildings are the students --

        2             A     We have 14 schools, 14 school buildings.

        3      Actually, I think, 15 or 16 buildings, but 14 school

        4      buildings.

        5             Q     And roughly how many staff members?

        6             A     We have a total of roughly 1800 staff members.

        7      That includes support staff, administrative staff.  Teaching
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        8      staff, it is around 1100, 1200, maybe a little less.

        9             Q     Can you tell the board what, if any, experience

       10      you have in negotiating salaries?

       11             A     I think in going back through my history in

       12      dealing with contracts as a superintendent -- maybe even

       13      further back.  As an administrator I had -- people would

       14      call it very basic training.  Actually, one step further

       15      back.  As teacher I had very basic training by NJEA, the

       16      New Jersey Education Association because I was a

       17      representative as a teacher in the negotiation process, but

       18      I was never a negotiator.  I contributed ideas to the team,

       19      but never negotiated.

       20                   As an administrator starting in Keyport and

       21      working right on through to my superintendencies I had

       22      various roles.  The one role in Keyport was to be negotiator

       23      for the administrative team.  The administrative team was

       24      very small in Keyport, we only had four staff members, but

       25      in New Jersey administrators belong to the New Jersey
�
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        1      Association of School Administrators or one of the

        2      principals associations which acts very much as our

        3      bargaining units here and I was negotiator for the

        4      administrative contract for the Keyport administrators while

        5      I was an assistant principal and also a principal.

        6                   I served with other others, I participated in

        7      board meetings, I did research on other contracts.  Any

        8      formal training I had was through the association, it wasn't

        9      through college courses or other kinds of experiences.

       10                   When I went to Morristown as superintendent of

       11      schools I actually participated in the negotiation process

       12      and at the time the board was using a negotiations firm and
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       13      one of the things they were concerned about was the cost of

       14      the firm, the length of negotiations, and on occasion when

       15      things would not be so friendly during the negotiation

       16      process and while negotiations need not always be friendly

       17      or have friendly topics going on there shouldn't be any

       18      reason for anger or things of that nature coming in terms of

       19      broadbased arguments.

       20                   The board expressed an interest at that time

       21      in getting involved with what was called win-win

       22      negotiations and if you go back to the, let's say, early

       23      '90s win-win actually began to develop a negative

       24      connotation because it meant that people were giving up too

       25      much on each side.  I thought that was rather ironic given
�
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        1      the title of the win-win negotiation process, but what it

        2      focused on were issues and interests rather than

        3      confrontational bargaining.

        4                   In order to facilitate that process the board

        5      president at the time, the board member at the time, and the

        6      administrative group felt that if we were going to do the

        7      win-win negotiations process with the teachers group

        8      represented by NJEA it would be beneficial to go through a

        9      training process for both sides so that each side could

       10      develop not so much an expertise, but familiarity with basic

       11      things like even how to talk to each other across the

       12      bargaining table, how to develop proposals, how to have

       13      input that's meaningful, and how to stick to issues and

       14      interests by narrowing the fields of what they may be.

       15                   In so doing, we solicited a couple of firms

       16      or organizations that could provide that kind of training.

       17      I should back up a little.  The first step was getting the

       18      Association to degree with that and in agreeing with that
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       19      then we decided to solicit folks that might help us with it.

       20      We talked to a few that were really kind of off the wall in

       21      terms of cost and off the wall in terms of time, but we did

       22      decide on one group called ThoughtBridge and ThoughtBridge

       23      was a consulting firm that worked out of Cambridge,

       24      Massachusetts.  They're still in existence today.  I believe

       25      their home office has moved to Indianapolis, but they still
�
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        1      have an office in Cambridge, and it's called Ki, K-i, and I

        2      hope I'm pronouncing it correctly, Ki ThoughtBridge, and

        3      their whole focus was not only on leadership training in

        4      very many ways, but also on the issues and interests,

        5      bargaining piece that could be beneficial to a school

        6      district.

        7                   The board and the teachers negotiations team

        8      and a few administrators, cabinet members, went through that

        9      training with ThoughtBridge, we carried on a negotiations

       10      process, and at that time for the first time in several

       11      years, it was 20 years or something like that, the contract

       12      was settled before the contract was over.  So, that was

       13      positive.

       14                   Also, in working with ThoughtBridge it brought

       15      some other elements in that would play a role in being

       16      introduced to the -- I believe it was the Fisher model of

       17      collective bargaining which mainly focuses on issues and

       18      interests.

       19                   As we were moving forward at that time I

       20      thought that it would be a good idea for me to find out more

       21      about that process, be trained in that process, and one of

       22      the places that was offering that education in negotiations

       23      on a larger scale was Harvard University and Harvard
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       24      University was doing it not as a graduate program, not as a

       25      degree program, but as a supplementary program for corporate
�
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        1      America as well as public sector America.  It wasn't

        2      something designed just for educators and it was called at

        3      that time, I believe, The Negotiations Project and I

        4      attended that in 2001 and in 2002 for a several day

        5      workshop.

        6                   The first time in going through that process

        7      in 2001 it was to become familiar with negotiations on a

        8      much different level.  They had several speakers from

        9      international negotiations ranging from unions and major

       10      companies to Middle East negotiators dealing with political

       11      issues.

       12                   The second year I attended was to become a

       13      trained trainer in their process of negotiation which was

       14      issues and interests using several examples of sitting down

       15      at a table, reaching resolution, reaching consensus, and

       16      keeping the level of discussion at as even a tone as you can

       17      without making things being extremely confrontational and

       18      during that second session, again, I became a trained

       19      trainer in their program which gave our district access to

       20      many, many materials that were online and you could use for

       21      training other administrators.

       22                   When I came to -- well, when I went to the

       23      state Department of Education the employees who were

       24      unionized working for the state Department of Education

       25      worked for two unions.  One of them was the Communication
�
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        1      Workers of America and the other one was the New Jersey

        2      Education Association depending on what background people

        3      had and what level the educational process they were
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        4      involved in and I think the essential thing there was in the

        5      Office of Deputy we often were charged -- I often was

        6      charged with directing either how negotiations might go,

        7      inputting that, because it was negotiated by a much broader

        8      consensus of people other than one office, but giving input

        9      into that process for both of those unions.

       10                   However, on day-to-day issues, things that

       11      might come up in grievances, things that might come up in

       12      collectively bargaining problems, issues that might occur

       13      that involve -- not going in order, would be collectively

       14      bargaining agreements that needed to be settled or talked

       15      about in detail were often left to my office just for the

       16      Department of Education and I met with their representatives

       17      and some of their leaders in my office in trying to settle

       18      them and, for the most part, we were able to get things

       19      settled, but, again, it was a much larger bargaining unit.

       20                   In coming to the Pocono Mountain School

       21      District I think one of the things that we -- I ran into in

       22      entering the district was there was a contract with the

       23      teachers association in place, there was one coming up,

       24      there was an open contract or one not settled already in

       25      the process of being negotiated with the support staff
�
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        1      association and the Act 93 group, which isn't a formal

        2      collective bargaining negotiation, but I think it's just a

        3      matter of people proposing -- it's Meet and Discuss, I

        4      think, is they call it according to the statute.  That was

        5      left open.

        6                   The salary issues had been settled before the

        7      year I came because I came in July and people were given

        8      salaries administratively, but the rest of the agreement had
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        9      to be worked on with the individual sections of that group.

       10                   In dealing with the support staff association

       11      negotiations at that time in attending a couple of the

       12      meetings it was interesting to notice that the issues were

       13      very hostile, whatever they were talking about,

       14      argumentative, not getting along, the contract hadn't been

       15      settled, they were overdue already for a pay increase, and I

       16      decided to recommend we, perhaps, sit down and see if we

       17      could talk almost off record with the representation of the

       18      support staff group while negotiations were going on even to

       19      see if some things could be settled to move forward.  They

       20      agreed to do that.

       21                   Soon after, and I can't remember the exact

       22      timing because it was probably six months, we were able to

       23      meet with a committee, come do some agreements on things

       24      that needed to be done, and reach an agreement which was

       25      already a year late.
�
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        1                   The original folks involved in the negotiating

        2      process were no longer involved in it from the board point

        3      of view, but it was also kind of a natural break to make

        4      because there was also a break in the administration of a

        5      new superintendent and the previous superintendent had not

        6      been involved in the collective bargaining process.  So,

        7      I think that was important to note.

        8                   Subsequent to that with the support staff

        9      association when the next contract came up, which just went

       10      into effect this summer, we followed some Pennsylvania

       11      guidelines, we trained an administrative team which I'll

       12      talk a little bit about as well here, and we went into the

       13      collective bargaining agreement for the administrative team

       14      without counsel, but, of course, our counsel does review all
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       15      contracts that are negotiated and the board as well, and

       16      settled an early bird contract.

       17                   With the teachers association in the Pocono

       18      Mountain School District we started off in shooting for an

       19      early bird settlement with the next collective bargaining

       20      agreement which started a year ago this year and we were

       21      successful in negotiating that between the months of I think

       22      September and January.  I think that's the guideline we had

       23      and I think you have to do it by October or November, but we

       24      extended it a little bit and got it done by January.  So,

       25      those processes were in place.
�
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        1                   In terms of the administrative contract with

        2      the Act 93 group, I thought it was important again to be

        3      training people and the administrative team to get active in

        4      the role of being people who could also negotiate whether

        5      they were called upon to do it personally or whether they

        6      were called in to be assistance to the board who may choose

        7      to use counsel at any given time and they still have that

        8      opportunity if they choose to do that.

        9                   This time around the training I received both

       10      from the Harvard group and ThoughtBridge -- it was

       11      available, but there was also another group providing the

       12      same kind of training in collective bargaining from the

       13      American Management Association, the AMA, and I found that

       14      their workshops were profitable in terms of experience and

       15      notetaking and training because, again, they just didn't

       16      include educators in their training, they included corporate

       17      America, they gave firm examples of some things that needed

       18      to go on in terms of discussions, in terms of meeting.  So,

       19      we brought them in to train the entire administrative team
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       20      at that time for the collective bargaining process, for

       21      negotiations, and then those who wanted to, because we had

       22      to be somewhat voluntary, participated in that -- in that

       23      group as we moved on.

       24                   That training provided us an opportunity to

       25      meet with the Act 93 group as well as the aforementioned
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        1      teachers group and support staff and we did reach a new

        2      Act 93 agreement that goes now through 2012 as well with

        3      some modifications.

        4                   So, in place now we have three contracts and I

        5      think, you know, our -- my pride, our pride and the pride in

        6      the district process is in the fact that we trained some

        7      people to do a number of tasks that were heretofore -- they

        8      could be costly.  Now, you know -- and it's also -- the

        9      board could also say they want to take a different route

       10      and ....

       11             Q     Were salaries an issue during any of the

       12      negotiations that you just described that you were involved

       13      with at the district?

       14             A     Yes, salaries were always an issue and in

       15      dealing with salaries we used a number of resources to help

       16      determine them and I think that those things -- we used some

       17      of the traditional methods of determining what salaries

       18      would be on every level.

       19             Q     Dr. Pfennig, Pastor Bloom testified about AYP

       20      last time we were convened in late November.  First of all,

       21      what does AYP stand for?

       22             A     There's a lot of subacronyms used for it, but

       23      it's Adequate Yearly Progress.

       24             Q     And are you familiar with what that means?

       25      What does it mean?
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        1             A     Well, it means the students are progressing at

        2      a rate determined by the -- in our case now, the states to

        3      be adequate for their educational achievement levels, to be

        4      adequate to say they're reaching proficiency levels, and

        5      they're getting the best possible education they can.

        6             Q     And is this something you address as

        7      superintendent?

        8             A     Yes.  It's something that I have addressed as

        9      superintendent in this district.  Adequate Yearly Progress

       10      was probably just coming into the public school forefront

       11      when I came to Pocono Mountain.  I had other experiences

       12      with it in the State of New Jersey in terms of the state

       13      department, but on a school district level I've dealt with

       14      it as superintendent in the Pocono Mountain School District.

       15             Q     Now, in terms of the school district's board

       16      makeup, board of directors, can you tell me, is it -- and

       17      I'll ask for the following dates.  Compare and contrast the

       18      board makeup from the time of the renewal of the charter

       19      school's charter, which is July '06, until the time of

       20      revocation notice in May of '08.  Is it the same board?

       21      If it's a different board how is it different?

       22             A     I think it's a different board.  We had a

       23      change of a couple of seats.  It's pretty well known that

       24      the Pocono Mountain School District has board members that

       25      are well experienced, but I do believe that a couple of the
�
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        1      seats changed.  I think Mr. Colgan came on, Mr. Stern came

        2      on.  I think -- I have to go back and check the dates of

        3      election.  I just -- I'm not sure because we've had --

        4             Q     There is a different board.
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        5             A     I think there is a different makeup.  Not

        6      totally, but somewhat different.

        7             Q     When you came on board to the district had the

        8      charter school's charter been renewed?

        9             A     No.  It had -- well, the original one was --

       10      it had not been renewed, no.

       11             Q     Were you involved in the process regarding

       12      negotiations and the renewal of the charter school's

       13      charter?

       14             A     Yes.

       15             Q     Can you tell me about that process?

       16             A     I think it -- and I brought a chronology if I

       17      can refer to that.

       18             Q     Certainly.

       19             A     It's not --

       20             Q     If that will refresh your recollection.

       21             A     It's not detailed, but ....

       22                   MR. ANDERS:  If he's going to read from

       23      something I'd like the see it.

       24             A     Sure.

       25                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Certainly you can look at it,
�
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        1      Mr. Anders, just to -- he won't read from it, just to help

        2      him refresh his recollection.

        3                   MR. ANDERS:  I think the question was with

        4      regard to the timing of the renewal of the charter.  This is

        5      notes about concerns, things of that nature, so it does not

        6      set forth a chronology with regard to the charter renewal.

        7                   MS. SCHURDAK:  If this helps the witness it

        8      helps the witness.  I may not help you --

        9                   MR. ANDERS:  But it's not refreshing his

       10      recollection through a form of document, it's something he
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       11      created to testify from, and he's supposed to testify from

       12      his own recollection.

       13                   MS. SCHURDAK:  He can use dates and notes to

       14      help refresh his recollection, Mr. Anders.

       15                   MR. ANDERS:  No, he can't.

       16                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Yes, he can.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  Your objection, Mr. Anders, is that

       18      the witness is referring to these notes, which I don't have

       19      a copy of in front of me.  Is that your objection?

       20                   MR. ANDERS:  Yes, because they're not a

       21      chronology, they're beyond a chronology.

       22                   MR. LITTS:  Your objection is noted and

       23      overruled.

       24             Q     I think the question, Dr. Pfennig, was relating

       25      to the process to the renewal of the charter school's
�
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        1      charter, were you involved in the process of, and I think

        2      you said yes.

        3             A     Yes, I was.  When I was hired as superintendent

        4      of schools to begin my first contract I began on July 1st of

        5      2005.

        6             Q     And when was the charter up for renewal?  When

        7      did it have to be renewed by?

        8             A     It was up for renewal, I believe, in the year

        9      2006.

       10             Q     And what was the process leading up to that

       11      renewal?

       12             A     Typically the process -- well, the process was

       13      that we had received a letter from Pastor Bloom requesting

       14      the charter renewal.

       15             Q     And what did you --
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       16             A     That probably happened sometime in that summer.

       17             Q     In the summer of ...?

       18             A     The summer of 2005.

       19             Q     And what did the administration do after

       20      receiving that letter?

       21             A     Well, the administration -- my being new to the

       22      process, the administration discussed that matter at a

       23      cabinet level and then with the board and I think as we went

       24      through that process we said that if the charter were going

       25      to be renewed that we had to make a determination as to
�
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        1      whether there would be any changes to the charter, No. 1,

        2      and try to outline what the reason for those changes might

        3      be and then move forward with that.

        4             Q     Did you become aware of certain concerns that

        5      either board members or administrators were bringing to your

        6      attention relating to the charter school?

        7             A     Yes.

        8             Q     And what were those concerns?

        9             A     I think the concerns that related to the

       10      renewal of the charter dealt with access to records, dealt

       11      with financial practices, dealt with the lease agreement

       12      which I believe at that time they had not seen in 2005,

       13      and --

       14             Q     Lease agreement between whom?

       15             A     Between the charter school and the Shawnee

       16      Tabernacle Church.  And some of the financial matters that

       17      included how bids were processed, how some bills were paid,

       18      and what not.

       19             Q     And can you tell me about the process then

       20      after identifying concerns and the renewal of the charter

       21      itself?
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       22             A     When -- there are two things kind of happening

       23      simultaneous during that time period.  Since I was new to

       24      the district and at that time Mr. Paul Kelly was dealing

       25      with some of the issues and the charter school finances and
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        1      he was visiting and providing some information for me we

        2      thought it was essential that I meet with folks at the

        3      charter school both because of being new and also having

        4      some concerns.

        5                   My recollection is that -- and I know that

        6      maybe on some documents Pastor Bloom was copied, but

        7      certainly my recollection is with Mr. Kelly that he had

        8      discussed the meeting initially with Dr. Shelton who was,

        9      I believe, was as principal of the charter school at that

       10      time and the meeting had been scheduled and then it was

       11      postponed, I believe, once by us, I believe it was postponed

       12      once by the charter school, and I think that the meeting

       13      eventually happened, I think, in November, November or early

       14      December.

       15             Q     That would be of '05?

       16             A     '05 and in that process Mr. Kelly -- because in

       17      one communication from Dr. Shelton she had requested what

       18      was the intent of the meeting, what was going to be

       19      discussed at the meeting, and I believe Mr. Kelly did

       20      provide that for her and some of the same things I just

       21      talked about.

       22             Q     We've heard reference to Mr. Paul Kelly before

       23      in these proceedings.  What was Mr. Paul Kelly's job title

       24      during this time period?

       25             A     During that time period Paul Kelly was the
�
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        1      business manager for the Pocono Mountain School District.

        2             Q     Is he business manager today?

        3             A     No, he is not.

        4             Q     Besides this one meeting that you just

        5      testified to being arranged -- was it November of '06?

        6      November of '05, excuse me.

        7             A     November of '05.

        8             Q     Were there any other meetings that occurred

        9      between yourself and any representatives of the charter

       10      school that pre-date the renewal of the charter?

       11             A     Yes.  I believe a meeting that we had -- there

       12      were several exchanges between November and May that did go

       13      on.

       14             Q     That would be November of '05 to May of '06?

       15             A     To May of '06, if I have that right.  I think

       16      I have that right.  That dealt with the renewal of the

       17      charter.  The meeting I remember, I think it was in May of

       18      '06, may have been later, I don't ... if I can reference my

       19      notes I'll do that.

       20             Q     Well, I can show you a document and I'll label

       21      it is as SD-43.

       22                   (SIGN-IN SHEET dated 5-17-06 marked for

       23      identification as School District Exhibit No. 43.)

       24             A     It would be in June of '06, but I think we

       25      had --
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        1             Q     Hold on, Dr. Pfennig.  Let me see if you can

        2      recognize this document and identify it for me and I'm

        3      having you look at SD-43.  What is this document?

        4             A     That appears to be a sign-in sheet for the --

        5      for a meeting about the charter school charter, but I don't

        6      think that was from '06.
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        7             Q     Okay.  May of '06?

        8             A     I don't think it was.

        9             Q     Okay.  Proceed with your testimony.

       10             A     I'm just reviewing the names.

       11             Q     Hmm?

       12             A     I'm reviewing the names.  On the document I'm

       13      looking at it says May 17th -- I guess it was May 17th of

       14      two thousand ... and that was to discuss the terms of the

       15      charter.

       16             Q     Who was present at the meeting?

       17             A     Well, the sign-in sheet shows that for the

       18      district it was Mr. Kelly was there, I was there, Attorney

       19      Reid was there, and Attorney Gilspath was there.

       20             Q     And what about -- did the charter school have

       21      any representation?

       22             A     Yes.  Mr. Severs, Pastor Bloom, Mrs. Bloom.

       23      I believe there was one board member, I don't know the name.

       24      Attorney O'Donnell and Attorney Langsam, I believe.

       25             Q     Did Attorney Langsam and Attorney O'Donnell
�
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        1      represent the charter school throughout this renewal

        2      process?

        3             A     Up until that point, yes.

        4             Q     Up until the point --

        5             A     Up through the renewal process, right.

        6             Q     You heard Pastor Bloom characterize this

        7      process as though someone were holding a gun to his head.

        8      Do you have a comment to make regarding that?

        9             A     Well, the process through that particular

       10      meeting -- I don't think I would characterize it the same

       11      way.  As a matter of fact, I think when we left that meeting
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       12      we had thought we had an agreement to the terms.  I recall

       13      that meeting to be an open discussion about everything.

       14      I don't recall there being any hostility in the room, but I

       15      do think that there was disagreement who some of the terms,

       16      but, certainly, it wouldn't be my impression that the

       17      district was holding a gun to anyone's head.

       18             Q     If the Board of Directors had decided not to

       19      renew the charter school's charter would the charter school

       20      have remained open at that time pending an appeal to CAB or

       21      would it have been forced to close its doors?

       22             A     Well, the process, as I understand it, is that

       23      we would have been in the process we are now only earlier if

       24      the board had said at that time "We're not going to renew

       25      the charter."  So, I think any either -- other than the
�
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        1      impression of having a charter not renewed -- I mean, the

        2      school would not have been forced to close its doors for the

        3      following Fall because it would have gone to an appeal

        4      process, I assume.  If they chose not to appeal that would

        5      be a different story.

        6             Q     When was the charter actually signed, roughly?

        7      The document will speak for itself.  I believe it's -- and I

        8      don't know if you have the exhibit book.  Mr. Litts may have

        9      that up with him.

       10             A     I don't know the exact date, either October or

       11      November.

       12             Q     Of '06.  And did you have any concerns after

       13      the charter was signed?

       14             A     Yes.

       15             Q     Tell me about the concerns that you had as

       16      superintendent.

       17             A     Between the period of time of November --
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       18      October, November of '06 when it was signed and moving

       19      forward some of the issues, which were some of the issues I

       20      mentioned before, plus what may have been new provisions or

       21      what were new provisions in the charter were still some

       22      elements of open questions within there.

       23             Q     And I'll stop you for a second because I'd like

       24      you to articulate specifically what the concerns were that

       25      were coming to your attention as superintendent.
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        1             A     Well, we -- again, questions about billing,

        2      questions about Middle States accreditation which the

        3      charter school had agreed to in the original charter going

        4      way back to 2003, and we had been notified it was in the

        5      process, but we hadn't received anything that said where

        6      that process was.  Concerns about certification of staff

        7      because, again, Mr. Kelly had visited during that year as

        8      well and there were concerns about certification of staff.

        9      Not just the 75 percent that had to be certified, but also

       10      some of the documentation didn't seem -- it seemed to

       11      indicate some of the certifications may be lapsing or

       12      whatever else was in there.

       13             Q     Let me stop you for a moment.  What type of

       14      certification are you talking about?

       15             A     Teacher certification.

       16             Q     That they're licensed within the Commonwealth?

       17             A     Yeah.  We had concerns about the lease

       18      agreement because, apparently, the lease was changing.

       19             Q     And this is the lease agreement between what

       20      parties?

       21             A     Between the Shawnee Tabernacle Church and the

       22      Pocono Mountain Charter School.
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       23             Q     And when you say apparently the lease terms,

       24      I think you said, were changing tell me what your --

       25             A     Well, there was an original lease for I don't
�
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        1      know exactly how many rooms and one part of the building.

        2      There was an addition being put on the building that

        3      included the gymnasium and some classrooms and there was

        4      also a field that was being leased.  They were -- even

        5      though they were incorporated into one kind of big document

        6      they were considered, A, B, and C, and I'm not sure which

        7      was which, but I think A was the original, B was the

        8      addition, and C were the fields, as I recall, but there were

        9      concerns about how much that was -- would cost and whether

       10      that was a fair market value, whether that was something

       11      that was typical for schools.

       12             Q     Did the charter school provide updated leases

       13      to the district?

       14             A     To my recollection, they did not.  Not --

       15      certainly not to my office.  We had the original, but until

       16      we asked for them and they were provided through counsel,

       17      Mr. Langsam and his office, we had not received, I believe,

       18      the updated copies.

       19             Q     In terms of the accreditation issue that you

       20      discussed, to your knowledge has the charter school received

       21      accreditation as of today?

       22             A     As of today they have not, but my knowledge of

       23      that process is that as they have gone through it, and I

       24      don't know what stage they're in -- well, they have not and

       25      I believe they are still in the process.  The last note I
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        1      think that I saw on that said that they were postponing a

        2      piece of it from the Fall 'til the Spring, but I have not
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        3      received any notice since then as to whether they are

        4      renewing that.

        5             Q     Spring of 2010.

        6             A     Yeah, that's my impression, that it was put off

        7      for a little bit longer.  If they have bowed out of that

        8      process or not, I don't know.

        9             Q     And you also mentioned earlier in your

       10      testimony that there were some concerns emerging, again,

       11      post signing of the renewal charter regarding billing.

       12      Can you tell the board what it is you mean -- what your

       13      concerns were about billing?

       14             A     Well, there were concerns about some of the

       15      concerns that had been raised before about the signing of

       16      checks, there were some concerns -- and I do know -- and I

       17      don't know what the items were for because Mr. Kelly had

       18      done a look at some things and I do know at one point there

       19      was a communication to the charter school with specific

       20      numbers on checks, to take a look at them to see what was

       21      going on, but I don't know exactly which ones they were.

       22      And there were concerns about that.

       23             Q     And were there any other concerns that you can

       24      recall at this time that were emerging, again, post renewal

       25      of the charter?
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        1             A     Well, there was a -- I think a major concern

        2      with what was happening with some Special Education students

        3      that we knew were transferring to our district and,

        4      specifically, we were concerned about the appropriate

        5      services being provided for them not only while they were

        6      there, but, if students transferred and their classification

        7      changed, getting ahold of the Special Education records,
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        8      things of that nature were of concern to us because we felt

        9      in order to deal with some of those issues when the students

       10      came to us we'd have to have more clarification as to why

       11      students had certain learning issues or why they had changed

       12      or what had changed them.

       13             Q     Now, in the Spring of 2007 what, if anything,

       14      did you do with respect to the concerns you use just

       15      discussed?

       16             A     Well, I believe I wrote an initial -- I

       17      instructed an initial letter.  I'm not sure of the date.

       18      I can refer to my notes, but -- it was actually the Summer

       19      of 2007 and I wrote a letter to Pastor Bloom with some

       20      concerns about Special Education and stated pretty much

       21      which I said now about some of the processes that were going

       22      on.  He did reply -- I have another sheet if anyone wants to

       23      look at it -- to my letter, I'll say, sometime shortly

       24      thereafter, only a matter of days, stating what's in the

       25      statute, that the Special Education processes of the charter
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        1      school are governed and reviewed by the state Department of

        2      Education, not by the school district.  Not alleviating our

        3      concerns.

        4             Q     Well, I'll show you what has been previously

        5      marked as School District 14.

        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  If I may, Mr. Litts.

        7                   (Off record.)

        8             Q     It's Tab No. 46 in the book.  However, School

        9      District 14 is the exhibit number.  Do you recognize SD-14?

       10             A     Yes.

       11             Q     What is SD-14?

       12             A     SD-14 is a letter that was sent in April of

       13      2007 from me to Reverend Bloom indicating some issues that
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       14      we were concerned about with the charter school.  And in

       15      particular -- do you want me to go into detail?

       16             Q     Yes.

       17             A     In particular, it talks about the lease,

       18      allocating -- some documentation showing the difference

       19      between expenses and expenditures between the Shawnee

       20      Tabernacle Church and the charter school, the request for

       21      advertisements of board meetings that we hadn't seen, a

       22      discussion about bidding requirements that were -- that

       23      should have been done that we hadn't seen dealing with

       24      construction that was either planned or ongoing, the

       25      accreditation issue.  We asked for the descriptions of the
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        1      administrators in the charter school so we could make some

        2      determination about salaries.  We asked for --

        3             Q     What were your concerns there?  You haven't

        4      discussed that before.

        5             A     Well, I think part of our -- part of the

        6      district's concerns, district administrative concern about

        7      salaries were the number of administrators in a school with

        8      a population of roughly 350 to 400 at different times.  You

        9      have a CEO, an assistant CEO that we could see, principal,

       10      and I -- I think at that time there was another

       11      administrator who I think now is Dean of Students.  So,

       12      having three administrators whose salaries were probably

       13      close to a quarter of a million dollars for a student

       14      population of 330 students.

       15                   Now, you know, people can sit in judgment and

       16      say is that exorbitant or not.  I think it's questionable as

       17      to why that would be.  I mean, 330 students isn't a lot of

       18      students.  It's a school, not a district.
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       19             Q     And did you have any other concerns then that

       20      you reduced to writing for Pastor Bloom?

       21             A     Well, the same issue about the certification of

       22      staff and -- the business issues dealt with delineating

       23      funds between the church and the charter school so that it

       24      would be clear, and then we asked for a set of documents --

       25             Q     I'll stop you there.  What was the concerns
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        1      between the church and the school?

        2             A     I think when Mr. Kelly looked at it was that --

        3                   MR. ANDERS:  Objection.  No foundation.  What

        4      Mr. Kelly thought has nothing to do with his understanding

        5      of the concerns.

        6                   MR. LITTS:  Well, I'll sustain the objection.

        7      Dr. Pfennig, if you could keep your comments and testimony

        8      to your concerns, what you have personal knowledge of,

        9      that'd be great.

       10             A     Fine.  The concerns, as I understood them,

       11      dealt with what I had said before; the building processes,

       12      the clarity on lease payments, what they were going for,

       13      things of that nature.

       14                   There was also a whole list of items that are

       15      pretty much -- what I'll call standard items educationally.

       16      If you deal with PDE, folks know what they are; it's

       17      professional development plans, S&L plans, assessment plans,

       18      emergency plans.  Some we had seen, some we had not.  Some

       19      had been updated and some had not been.  So, we asked for

       20      those again and --

       21             Q     These issues that you have identified in the

       22      letter, were they addressed in the underlying charter?

       23             A     Yes, they were.  I believe they were and the

       24      ones that were not specifically addressed in the charter
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       25      were compliance issues and at the end of the letter we gave
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        1      our 60 days notice, which was required by statute, to say

        2      those things needed to be corrected or we needed notice on.

        3             Q     I'm sorry, Counsel's talking.  I got

        4      distracted.  What was it that you said?

        5             A     In that letter of April 10th, 2007, that's when

        6      we issued our 60 days notice.

        7             Q     Okay.  Did Mr. Kelly review this letter, SD-14?

        8             A     As far as I know, he did.

        9             Q     What happened next after this letter was

       10      drafted?

       11             A     Well, there was a time -- I mean, my assumption

       12      was -- I mean, I already referred to a letter dealing with

       13      Special Education that kind of went in July, but my

       14      assumption was that these things would be dealt with and I

       15      think they were, but there was some lag in time on that.

       16      I do believe, only because we received a reply to most of

       17      these things from Attorney Langsam in a rather large book,

       18      that this had been turned over to the attorneys at the time

       19      to take care of.

       20             Q     And that should be the very next tab in the

       21      book, in fact, SD-15.

       22             A     Right.

       23             Q     In terms of the response that you received were

       24      you, a superintendent, satisfied with the response received

       25      from the charter school's counsel?
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        1             A     This -- I believe this response sent to me was

        2      also reviewed by me and counsel because that's where the

        3      initial conversation had gone.  Counsel was trying to get
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        4      responses to these things and we felt that there were a few

        5      issues in here that still had not been addressed that we

        6      wanted addressed.

        7             Q     And what were those issues that you wanted

        8      addressed?

        9             A     One of them again was the -- dealing with the

       10      lease.

       11             Q     I'll stop you because it's important to get

       12      this on the record.  What were your concerns with respect to

       13      the lease as superintendent of Pocono Mountain School

       14      District?

       15             A     I think the concern was -- first of all, I have

       16      to qualify that by saying I have a fiduciary responsibility

       17      to taxpayers in the district.  Certainly, I'm reminded of

       18      that often, usually at least twice a month.

       19             Q     I'm sure you are.

       20             A     And I think that in so doing we have to ask the

       21      questions to get to the crux of how our tax dollars are

       22      being spent and some of the information we had wasn't really

       23      very clear on that and whether that, in fact, was

       24      reasonable.  We're not real estate experts.  Eventually,

       25      in order to settle those issues on real estate or where
�
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        1      public dollars were being used to lease or purchase land

        2      there's a lot of folks that get involved to provide the kind

        3      of information that is expert information that is

        4      information that is quality and we didn't think we had that

        5      in terms of the lease and what was the apparent value of the

        6      land where it was or the buildings, where it was, or an

        7      appraisal.  We didn't do an appraisal, we didn't ask for an

        8      appraisal at that point and within the context of that

        9      report it's been referenced before we felt that what was
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       10      provided to us was not necessarily an accurate -- not so

       11      much not accurate, but didn't provide the information we

       12      needed to make a decision about whether that was a viable

       13      lease or not.  Between the church and the school.

       14             Q     And what about -- I know it's attached as an

       15      exhibit to SD-15.  There is a letter written by Cookie as to

       16      fair market rental value.  What was your opinion with

       17      respect to that attachment?  Again, as superintendent of

       18      Pocono Mountain School District.  And that's attached, I

       19      think, as Exhibit --

       20             A     Yeah, I have it.  I think it was a -- what we

       21      had was a copy of the fax cover sheet which was written with

       22      a note on it that just said "After researching the

       23      appropriate data a figure of $12.00 to $14.00 per square

       24      foot for the purpose of renting would be adequate," and we

       25      felt it wasn't enough information.  There was no basis for
�
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        1      saying it was or it wasn't and we were certainly not experts

        2      in judging that, but we felt it wasn't enough.  And when I

        3      say we I mean also in dealing with these documents with

        4      counsel.

        5             Q     Were your concerns as to -- I believe you

        6      articulated them as billing concerns satisfactorily

        7      addressed in this response letter sent by the charter

        8      school's counsel?

        9             A     Well, I would say not totally.  You know, as

       10      part of this, too, there was [sic] clarity in the utility

       11      bill that's in there about who was paying those and how that

       12      was working, whether the church was reimbursing the school

       13      or how that was working.  We wanted clarity on those issues.

       14             Q     Now, I think you were present when Pastor Bloom
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       15      testified that he thought that it was either Attorney Freund

       16      or Attorney Reid who had suggested that the Pocono charter

       17      school pay 90 percent of the utilities and the church pay

       18      10 percent of the utilities.  First of all, were you present

       19      during that testimony?

       20             A     Yes.

       21             Q     What is your recollection of attending

       22      negotiation meetings and any comments by either of these

       23      individuals as to the apportionment of utility costs?

       24             A     I recall neither Attorney Freund nor Attorney

       25      Reid making that suggestion.  Perhaps I was out of the room
�
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        1      when it was made, but I don't recall that.

        2             Q     Any other issues with respect to -- strike

        3      that.  Were your concerns about the administration's

        4      positions and salaries answered to your satisfaction in this

        5      correspondence?

        6             A     Well, one of things that was asked for, I

        7      believe, in the original documentation that was given in the

        8      60 day notice was a notice about qualifications for the

        9      positions and we felt that that also was not complete.

       10      We did have -- we did not have full resumes of the

       11      administrators at that point, not full resumes.  We had --

       12      I would call them annotated resumes, they were very short,

       13      so we felt we needed more information about those positions.

       14             Q     And did they include any information as to

       15      salaries in this matter?

       16             A     I believe they did not at that time.

       17             Q     Take your time.

       18             A     I don't know which ....

       19             Q     SD-15.

       20             A     Within this document?  No.
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       21             Q     And certainly during the hearing itself --

       22      strike that.  Was Pastor Bloom's employment contract

       23      produced to you directly from the charter school at any

       24      time?

       25             A     Not at that time.
�
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        1             Q     And what about the employment contract for his

        2      wife?

        3             A     Not at that time.

        4             Q     The master lease has already been admitted into

        5      evidence.  I believe it's School District Exhibit No. 1.

        6                   MR. LITTS:  SD-1, the master lease, is under

        7      Tab 13.

        8                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Thank you, Mr. Litts.

        9             Q     Tab 13.

       10             A     His system is different than the one we have.

       11      Okay, I'm there.

       12             Q     Did you receive a copy of that lease directly

       13      from anyone at the charter school?

       14             A     Did I receive it directly?  No.

       15             Q     When is the first time you saw this lease?

       16             A     I think I saw it in that other material that

       17      was presented.  In its entirety I think during this hearing

       18      is the first time I have seen it all together in one,

       19      but ....

       20                   I know the base lease we had at one point and

       21      I'm going back to think through some of the visits in 2007.

       22      There was talk about -- well, even before that when there

       23      was talk about the addition I don't think there was a lease

       24      in place yet.  The one for the field may have been, I don't

       25      recall.
�
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        1             Q     What's the signature date of SD-1?

        2             A     I don't have a letter.  Signature date on the

        3      lease?

        4             Q     Mm-hmm.  The master lease.

        5             A     2007; July 9th, 2007.

        6             Q     So, this wouldn't have been part of Attorney

        7      Langsam's response in June of '07.

        8             A     No.

        9             Q     But between July of '07 and the start of these

       10      proceedings -- and when I say start I mean May of '08 --

       11      were you ever given a copy of that master lease?

       12             A     I have not been.  I have not been.

       13             Q     In reviewing this master lease do you have any

       14      concerns, again, as superintendent of the school district?

       15             A     Well --

       16                   MR. ANDERS:  Objection.  He's not qualified to

       17      express an opinion about concerns on a lease agreement.

       18                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Sure he is.

       19                   MR. ANDERS:  He just testified that the school

       20      had to rely on experts in the field of real estate in

       21      reaching those matters.

       22                   MS. SCHURDAK:  That's fair market rental value.

       23      There are other issues within this lease that I think a lay-

       24      person can comment on.  For example, that it's not exclusive

       25      possession.
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        1                   MR. ANDERS:  Well, that has nothing to do with

        2      the validity of the lease when he has no expertise of any

        3      nature to testify about exclusive occupancy or anything of

        4      that nature.  We heard from their expert who wasn't an

        5      appraiser about all this, so his opinion as superintendent
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        6      has no bearing on it at all.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  I'll overrule your objection.

        8      There is a number of individuals that have expressed

        9      opinions throughout and I suspect we'll have other witnesses

       10      testify about their opinions and the board will decide in

       11      their deliberations what, if any, weight should be given

       12      those opinions whether it's great weight or no weight at

       13      all.  So, the witness can answer the question.

       14                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Thank you.

       15             A     Well, again, I think -- and I've -- I'll be the

       16      first one to admit I'm not an expert appraiser nor am I an

       17      expert in leases, but I am an expert in fiduciary

       18      responsibility and I think that when we see any document

       19      that says public dollars are going to be spent to the tune

       20      of --

       21                   MR. ANDERS:  Objection.  That's not responsive

       22      to the question.  The question is what concerns do you have

       23      about the lease.

       24                   MS. SCHURDAK:  He's getting there if Mr. Anders

       25      would have -- a little bit of patience.
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        1                   MR. ANDERS:  The question was a direct

        2      question.  "What are your concerns about the lease?"

        3                   MR. LITTS:  And I -- Mr. Anders, just from my

        4      position I believe the witness is trying to answer that.

        5      So, I'll overrule your objection and let him answer the

        6      question.

        7                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Thank you.

        8             A     Perhaps I can make it more clearly stated.

        9      My concerns are meeting my fiduciary responsibility.

       10      That's my major concern and in so doing when I see a lease
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       11      that charges, you know, close to -- over $900,000.00 per

       12      year for basically three parcels of land and/or buildings

       13      and land in one case that -- if I think it has to be looked

       14      at, as I've said before, because it's excessive then we need

       15      to look at it and that's my job.

       16             Q     In looking -- strike that.  Were there any

       17      other issues that came to the surface as you reviewed this

       18      lease?

       19             A     I think -- and I think they were some of the

       20      same concerns that were repeated with the first lease in

       21      terms of owner and the person leasing, responsibility about

       22      the payment of bills.  That was one.

       23                   Another concern was the time constraints on the

       24      use of buildings and/or property being what seemed to be

       25      limited because they were from certain hours during the day,
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        1      I don't recall exactly what they were, and not all the time.

        2      They were concerns.

        3             Q     At any time during this process has the charter

        4      school addressed to your satisfaction those concerns --

        5      let's take the first thing, the rent of over $900,000.00 a

        6      year.

        7             A     No.

        8             Q     At some point in time did you receive through

        9      the discovery process an appraisal that's been previously

       10      entered into evidence as Tab No. 18, Joint 12?

       11             A     Yes.

       12             Q     First of all, what's the date of that

       13      appraisal?

       14             A     June 30th, '09?  That's on the bottom of the

       15      first sheet, but I don't see one at the top.

       16             Q     Is there a date of --
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       17             A     It says September 14th, 2007, is ....

       18             Q     And is there a reviewing date in there?

       19             A     That's what it says.  The per square foot

       20      market rent indicated as of September 14th, '07, is $12.00

       21      per square foot and I guess ... that's what I have.  There's

       22      no date on top of the letter.

       23             Q     Look at second page.

       24             A     I'm looking.  Effective date of value on Page 3

       25      says September 14th, '07, the same as I said before.  The
�
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        1      date of the report was October 19th, '07.

        2             Q     '07.  I thought you said '09.

        3             A     No, '07.

        4             Q     I'm sorry.  That's my error.

        5             A     I said '09 when I first said it because that's

        6      when it -- probably an appraisal license expires on the

        7      bottom of the first page.

        8             Q     And did you receive a copy of this report in

        9      '07?

       10             A     No.

       11             Q     Did you receive a copy of that report in 2008?

       12             A     No.

       13             Q     At any time after you sent the April 2007

       14      letter to Pastor Bloom did you receive any phone call from

       15      Pastor Bloom?

       16             A     With reference to anything specific or ....

       17             Q     In response to your letter.

       18             A     No.

       19             Q     Are you aware of receiving any call from any

       20      representative of the charter school asking to meet as a

       21      result of your sending that April 2007 letter?
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       22             A     Not about that letter, no.

       23             Q     You've heard Pastor Bloom testify that many

       24      documents over time were given directly to Mr. Kelly.

       25      What is your comment regarding that testimony?
�
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        1                   MR. ANDERS:  Objection to comment.  What is a

        2      comment?  He's here to testify.

        3             Q     What's your testimony regarding that?

        4             A     Well, short of having Pastor Bloom hand them to

        5      Mr. Kelly in my presence I couldn't vouch for the fact that

        6      they were handed to him.  Likewise, Mr. Kelly shared

        7      documents with me.  I don't know that that would have been

        8      everything that was given to him.  There were some things

        9      that were of a business nature that he may not have, several

       10      business issues or things he wanted to talk about.  So, it

       11      would be difficult for me to give an answer on every single

       12      document.

       13             Q     Okay.  You mentioned your fiduciary obligations

       14      as superintendent.  What other responsibilities do you have

       15      as superintendent?

       16             A     Wow.  Well, it's my job to oversee every

       17      department, every operation, every aspect of this school

       18      district.  It means different levels of involvement within

       19      that process.  It can mean direct involvement, it can mean

       20      an involvement by report, it can mean an involvement by

       21      group, committee, by meeting.  It includes all of those

       22      things.  Most people would agree that in a school district

       23      the superintendent has the final say in making

       24      recommendations to the board for their approval.  I think

       25      one of the key relationships is between the board and the
�
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        1      superintendent.
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        2                   Likewise, another key relationship is between

        3      the superintendent and members of the administrative staff

        4      and of the support staff and of the teaching staff although

        5      involvement with them would vary on every level.

        6                   Business, finance report to the superintendent.

        7      We have a business manager, Joe Colozza, who reports to the

        8      superintendent on all matters.  Curriculum, curricular

        9      responsibilities, report to the superintendent.  We have two

       10      cabinet members who report on those things as well as having

       11      me get involved in a number of the decisions that are made.

       12                   We have the same with the Director of Support

       13      Staff Services, we have the same with Human Resources, we

       14      have the same with Special Education.  All of the people

       15      that comprise the cabinet report to the superintendent and

       16      assist in making decisions for the district.

       17                   On the day-to-day operations of the district

       18      I can personally be involved in anything from making a snow

       19      call, which we're getting prepared for tomorrow already,

       20      believe it or not, and also dealing with an issue of extreme

       21      delicacy in terms of personnel.

       22                   I don't make every single decision for this

       23      district, but I am aware of 98 percent of them, and I would

       24      say that I have a great deal of involvement with most of

       25      them.
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        1             Q     Do any of these decisions affect students?

        2             A     Yes, many of them do.  I'm not clear on which

        3      way because there's ....

        4                   MR. ANDERS:  I'm sorry, they're not supposed to

        5      have -- objection.  They're not supposed to have a

        6      conversation back and forth while --
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        7             A     That wasn't quite a conversation.

        8                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I don't think there was a

        9      conversation and I object to that characterization.

       10                   MR. LITTS:  Well -- and I didn't hear what the

       11      witness said.  I heard him mumble, so I didn't construe it

       12      as a conversation, but I will remind both sides that they

       13      should refrain from conversations outside of that.  But,

       14      if you want to ask a question the witness can answer.

       15                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, it is 1 o'clock.

       16                   MR. LITTS:  I have 12:56 and I did say earlier

       17      that we would be taking a break for lunch about 1:00.  So,

       18      yeah, we can do that now.

       19                   I will remind folks -- we've basically shot for

       20      45 minutes for lunch knowing that we sometimes take a little

       21      longer.  So, with that in mind let's try to be back here at

       22      1:45 and, as I previously stated, because of other

       23      commitments we'll probably wrap up today's testimony about

       24      4:30.  So, we'll see everyone at 1:45.

       25                   MR. ANDERS:  Would you instruct as Ms. Schurdak
�
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        1      asked to instruct the witness he's not to discuss his

        2      testimony?

        3                   MR. LITTS:  The same instruction that applied

        4      to Pastor Bloom applies to Dr. Pfennig while he's under oath

        5      with regard to not talking about his testimony.

        6                   (Recess from 1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.)

        7                   MR. LITTS:  I have 2 o'clock.  Mr. Fennick,

        8      you're still under oath and you may continue your direct

        9      examination.

       10                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Thank you, Mr. Litts.

       11                             - - -

       12      CONTINUED DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MS. SCHURDAK:
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       13             Q     Dr. Pfennig, what is the process when mail is

       14      delivered here to the administration building?

       15             A     The process is that -- delivered by our

       16      carriers or -- the mail is delivered by the post office to

       17      our mail distribution center.  It leaves the distribution

       18      center after being sorted by individual building and then it

       19      arrives here.  When the mail comes into the building then

       20      that person who works for us distributes it to the

       21      appropriate office.

       22             Q     What about when documents are hand delivered,

       23      again, to the administration building?

       24             A     When documents are hand delivered to the

       25      administration building.  They are brought to the front
�
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        1      desk.  We've asked people to sign in and then give the

        2      document to the person who's at the front desk and then that

        3      person will deliver to the appropriate office.

        4                   On occasion the person delivering the document

        5      may say they'd like the see someone from that office and in

        6      most cases someone will come out from the office, either a

        7      member of the clerical staff or the person in that office

        8      themself.

        9             Q     Prior to testifying here today did you have an

       10      opportunity to review the district's records on whether or

       11      not the master lease had been produced to the district prior

       12      to the May 2008 Notice of Revocation?

       13             A     I'm not sure I understand the question.

       14             Q     Did you have the opportunity to review the

       15      district's records with respect to whether or not the

       16      charter school's master lease was produced prior to May of

       17      2008?
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       18             A     I will assume -- I don't know what produced

       19      means because it was produced.

       20             Q     Well, May 2008, prior to May 2008, to your

       21      knowledge did anyone at the district receive it?

       22             A     Not to my knowledge.

       23             Q     There is a revocation notice that is a joint

       24      exhibit already admitted into evidence and I believe that's

       25      J-1 and should be Tab No. 1.  Are you, first of all,
�
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        1      familiar with this document, Dr. Pfennig?

        2             A     I don't know where it is in this book.

        3                   MS. SCHURDAK:  May I?

        4                   MR. LITTS:  You may.

        5             Q     Are you familiar with this document?

        6             A     Yes.

        7             Q     In terms of Paragraph No. 5, Payment of

        8      Excessive Salary and Benefits to the CEO, is one of the

        9      articulated reasons listed in the revocation resolution.

       10      Can you tell me as superintendent of the school district

       11      what your concerns are with respect to excessive salary and

       12      benefits?

       13             A     I think our concern was that in a school that

       14      size, again, not being a district, a school that size to

       15      have three administrators receiving substantial salaries

       16      would be unusual and also having the various titles they

       17      have.  CEO, school principal, assistant principal, again,

       18      for a population that size, would be unusual and then we

       19      felt the salaries were excessive drawing some comparisons

       20      from our -- my experiences, and I'll say ours

       21      administratively, in dealing with administrative salaries.

       22             Q     Can you compare the school size, the charter

       23      school size?  Do you have any school building here that
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       24      compares in size?  Not in terms of square footage, but in

       25      terms of students.
�
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        1             A     In items of students are smallest school has

        2      over 400 students and that would be Barrett Elementary

        3      School.  That would be the one closest to it.  Of course,

        4      we're not counting the Academy, although we could count it

        5      if people would like, where we have an alternative high

        6      school with about 120 students.

        7             Q     Barrett Elementary School is roughly 400

        8      students?

        9             A     Yeah, closer to 450.

       10             Q     How many administrators work at Barrett

       11      Elementary School?

       12             A     One.

       13             Q     And what would that job title be?

       14             A     That job title would be principal.

       15             Q     In terms of Item No. 8 in this resolution it

       16      states there is a personal pecuniary benefit on the part of

       17      the CEO or otherwise improper financial benefit to private

       18      intuitions controlled by the CEO.  Can you tell me, first of

       19      all, what is your concern, again as superintendent of the

       20      district, with respect to this delineated paragraph?

       21             A     Well, I think the concern by Administration,

       22      and as put forward to the board, was the role of the -- of

       23      Pastor Bloom in terms of the church and the school were not

       24      clear to us.  Was he, in fact, head of both institutions or

       25      not and we just needed clarity on that.
�
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        1             Q     Have you physically been to the charter school?

        2             A     I have been there one time that I can remember.
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        3      I think that it was two, but I've been there one time at

        4      least, yeah.

        5             Q     And can you describe for the board the physical

        6      layout of the property?

        7             A     Well, of the property, I mean, you have the

        8      church and then -- it's not an adjoining building, but a

        9      continuation of the church complex that's used for

       10      classrooms, cafeteria, whatever, and that's there.

       11             Q     When you say -- let me stop you for a moment.

       12             A     They're not a separate building.  They're not a

       13      separate building.

       14             Q     When I walk in the front door where do I go?

       15      Is it --

       16             A     There's a front desk there where you would

       17      either sign in or identify yourself and then you'd go off,

       18      I believe, to the left to where the -- at least we went off

       19      to the left initially to where we were going in terms of

       20      school offices.

       21             Q     And what would be off to the right to the best

       22      of your knowledge?

       23             A     I'm not sure.  I didn't go there.  And I was

       24      shown -- on that particular tour I was shown different areas

       25      of the building, but it was not anything that wasn't -- it
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        1      was very clear what classrooms were and where the school was

        2      and where the church was.

        3             Q     And where was the church?

        4             A     I guess I'd call it toward -- away from that

        5      area, towards the back, more to the right, and I guess you

        6      could reach it the other way, too.

        7             Q     Same entranceway used?

        8             A     I don't know if it's the same entrance all the
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        9      time.  I would assume there are other entrances to the

       10      complex, but that entrance you could reach both.

       11             Q     In terms of Paragraph No. 9 in the resolution

       12      on Page 2, there is a basis here stating charging excessive

       13      rentals and fees to Pocono Mountain Charter School to the

       14      direct benefit of Shawnee Tabernacle Church and an indirect

       15      benefit of the CEO.  Can you tell the board what is your

       16      concern again as superintendent?

       17             A     Well, again, I had a fiduciary concern about

       18      that because we could not really with clarity say what

       19      monies were going where.

       20                   The other piece is that with the excessive

       21      amount of the lease someone had to be the benefit of that

       22      and since it was being leased by the church the assumption

       23      was that they were the beneficiary of that.  Since the

       24      funding, total funding, going to the charter school was also

       25      operating costs and whatever else that it would also be to
�
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        1      the benefit of the CEO to receive those dollars.  I wasn't

        2      clear, at least at that point, whether the CEO was also an

        3      employee of the church.  We did not know that.

        4             Q     And can you define for the board what it is

        5      that you meant by -- not you, you as superintendent, meant

        6      by excessive rentals and fees?

        7             A     Well, again, I'm not an expert in terms of

        8      leases or in terms of determining the appraisal values of

        9      property, but in my experience 900 -- over $900,000.00 a

       10      year is an excessive rental fee in our opinion and there

       11      were some other fees and I think directly -- we're talking

       12      about the fees that were being paid for utilities and what

       13      not because typically some things that were being charged --
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       14      we thought were being charged to the charter school should

       15      have been taken care of by the landlord such as things for

       16      repairs, things of that nature.

       17             Q     And then you have here in Paragraph No. 10,

       18      a concern over a lease transaction at less than arm's length

       19      and with unreasonable advantage to the landlord.  Can you

       20      tell the board what it is, your concern was, again as

       21      superintendent of the district?

       22             A     Again, we had a fiduciary concern.  If we

       23      think, in fact, that the lease is excessive the landlord,

       24      no matter who it would have been, would be receiving more

       25      money than we felt they should have been receiving and in
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        1      this case it was the church.  So, we had concerns about

        2      being arm's length and an unreasonable advantage to the

        3      landlord in terms of the amount of money, in terms of the

        4      terms of the lease with respect to the repairs and things

        5      that were going on.

        6             Q     Does the district -- has the district to your

        7      knowledge entered into any lease agreements of its own?

        8             A     The only one to my knowledge at the present

        9      time is with the distribution center and warehouse which is

       10      located in the area behind Wal-Mart in Coolbaugh Township.

       11             Q     And was an appraisal obtained?

       12             A     I don't think we did an appraisal on that, no.

       13             Q     Item No. 17, Failure to Plan or Maintain

       14      Accreditation in Middle States Association or Other School

       15      Accreditation Agency.  Has that issue been resolved to your

       16      satisfaction as superintendent?

       17             A     To my knowledge it has not been resolved and

       18      the reason that was of concern was because that was in the

       19      initial charter in 2003.  I could not speak to as to why it
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       20      was there because I was not part of those discussions, but

       21      it was included in the 2006 renewal of the charter and,

       22      again, to my knowledge visitation -- up to the visitation

       23      was scheduled, but also to my knowledge I don't know if it's

       24      taken place yet or remains scheduled.

       25             Q     Were you present when Pastor Bloom was
�
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        1      testifying about AYP status?

        2             A     Yes.

        3             Q     Have the district schools -- strike that.

        4      What was the district's schools performance with respect to

        5      AYP?

        6             A     In terms of the school district we are in

        7      Corrective Action II.  In terms of the individual schools

        8      the AYP results vary.  Of our 14 schools we have seven that

        9      would have either made AYP or Making Progress.  If you're

       10      termed Making Process that's when you make AYP for the first

       11      year consecutively.  So there's -- there's no consecutive,

       12      there's no second piece.  So, after the 2008 school year it

       13      was seven schools out of 14 that had been in AYP, primarily

       14      making adequate yearly progress.

       15             Q     Seven out of the 14.

       16             A     Seven of the 14.

       17             Q     What about -- point of clarification.  I think

       18      you testified "would have made."  Is it would have made or

       19      that they did make AYP?

       20             A     When a school is making progress they did not

       21      make AYP by federal definition, but they are in the first

       22      year of making adequate yearly progress.  So, it's called

       23      making progress.  When they make it in the second year then

       24      schools and districts are termed -- the term that's used is
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       25      made AYP.
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        1             Q     Are you familiar with how the charter school is

        2      performing in comparison wither other Pennsylvania charter

        3      schools?  Again, in terms of testing.

        4             A     In terms of other charter schools the only

        5      knowledge I have is that the Pocono Mountain Charter School

        6      is probably below the average test scores --

        7                   MR. ANDERS:  Objection.  There's no foundation

        8      for that testimony.

        9             Q     As superintendent do you receive reports that

       10      compare and contrast how schools are performing with one

       11      another within the Commonwealth?

       12                   MR. ANDERS:  Objection.  There's still no

       13      foundation.  He didn't prepare the reports, he has no idea

       14      how they were arrived at.

       15                   MS. SCHURDAK:  First of all, find out if he

       16      received the reports.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  I'm going to sustain Mr. Anders'

       18      objection and I believe you were going to withdraw the

       19      question anyway, so let's back this up a couple of steps.

       20      So, I'll let you ask your question, but I am sustaining the

       21      objection.

       22             Q     Are reports produced within the Commonwealth

       23      that compare charters schools to one another?

       24             A     Yes.

       25             Q     By whom?
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        1             A     The one that I'm aware of is by the

        2      Pennsylvania School Boards Association.

        3             Q     And what does this association use to compare?

        4             A     It uses levels of proficiency that are also
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        5      used to measure AYP in school districts and it pretty much

        6      terms them the same way.  They do it on several levels.

        7      They do it by levels of proficiency, by grade level and

        8      levels of proficiency, and they take a look at -- by levels

        9      of proficiency I mean those students that are below

       10      proficiency, proficient, and advanced proficient, and they

       11      do comparisons with the state as a whole.  I'm sure -- I'm

       12      not sure.  There may be other reports that do that, but that

       13      report does that.

       14             Q     And what are the results of that report?

       15                   MR. ANDERS:  Objection.  It's hearsay.  I can't

       16      cross examine the preparer of the report.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  Do you intend to introduce this

       18      report at some point in time?

       19                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I can.  If Mr. Anders wants

       20      it --

       21                   MR. ANDERS:  I want it introduced with the

       22      preparer of it because it not only sounds like hearsay it

       23      sounds like a compilation and if it's a compilation I need

       24      the underlying documentation before it can be admitted.

       25                   MR. LITTS:  Well --
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        1                   MS. SCHURDAK:  No, I don't think that's a

        2      correct statement of the law.

        3                   MR. ANDERS:  It certainly is.

        4                   MR. LITTS:  Why don't we both -- have counsel

        5      sit down and we'll -- let's talk about this a little bit.

        6      Counsel may be aware of the fact that all public schools in

        7      the Commonwealth are required to have a report card which

        8      requires a disclosure of student performance, of PSSA

        9      scores.  It's a mandated federal law and it's also mandated
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       10      by the state.  Those public records exist and if at some

       11      point in time we want to get into this the board can

       12      potentially take notice of any -- of those report cards or

       13      official records of the school district, the charter school

       14      or any other thing to the extent they deem it relevant.

       15                   So, I'm willing to sustain the objection now

       16      until we get that information, but at some point in time I

       17      think if the proper information is set forth before the

       18      board I think it can be admitted and, again, the board can

       19      give it what relevance it wants.

       20                   So, we can revisit that issue and I think it

       21      would be beneficial if there's going to be testimony about

       22      this topic that we have some of that data in front of us so

       23      we can all see it.

       24                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm going to ask -- I find this

       25      very distracting.
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        1                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick, could you please --

        2      we have difficulty talking over you.

        3                   So, I'll sustain the objection for now, but,

        4      Mr. Anders, I think at some point in time there's -- it is

        5      potentially appropriate or -- for this witness or other

        6      witnesses to discuss that.  So, we can move on to another

        7      topic and get the information.

        8                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Well, it sounds like if I'm --

        9      I'm little confused, but if the witness has the AYP report

       10      card from Pocono Mountain School District that is something

       11      that he can certainly talk about.

       12                   MR. LITTS:  Absolutely.

       13                   MS. SCHURDAK:  And testify to.

       14                   MR. LITTS:  And we don't have that in front of

       15      us now.  That's the thing.
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       16                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Hmm?

       17                   MR. LITTS:  If we had the data we can talk

       18      about it, the board can look at that, Mr. Anders can review

       19      that information, and the fact that it was compiled by

       20      someone else but pursuant to state and federal mandates I'll

       21      allow the testimony about that, but it would be helpful to

       22      have that information in front of us.

       23             Q     Well, do you have that in front of you,

       24      Dr. Pfennig, the AYP report card -- excuse me, the report

       25      card for Pocono Mountain School District?
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        1             A     I have the report card of individual schools in

        2      the Pocono Mountain School District issued by the Department

        3      of Education and it's on their website.

        4                   I also have an AYP data table from the Pocono

        5      Mountain Charter School that's issued by the Pennsylvania

        6      Department of Education.

        7                   MR. LITTS:  Let's do this just for the sake of

        8      everyone so -- if there's going to be objections why don't

        9      we take a two minute break and make copies of those things.

       10                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I was going to suggest that.

       11                   MR. LITTS:  We'll take a two minute break to

       12      make those copies.

       13                   (Recess from 2:20 p.m. to 2:26 p.m.)

       14                   (PMCS AYP DATA TABLE & PMSD AYP TARGET AND

       15      STATUS TABLES marked for identification as School District

       16      Exhibit No. 44.)

       17                   MR. LITTS:  We now have marked School District

       18      44 which is a collection of documents and I think the

       19      easiest way to do this is, Dr. Pfennig, could you tell us

       20      what this is?
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       21                   MR. ANDERS:  Can I see if I have the same

       22      thing?

       23                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Certainly it -- the top should

       24      be Pocono Mountain Charter School '09 and then the next

       25      page, Marshall, should go -- say Pocono Mountain School
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        1      District starting with Barrett Elementary Center.  All

        2      right?

        3                   MR. ANDERS:  Yep.

        4             A     And then there are separate sheets for every

        5      school.  The top document, the way it's been placed, is the

        6      AYP data table for the Pocono Mountain Charter School most

        7      recently received in the Summer of 2009.  Likewise, the

        8      others are the AYP Target and Status tables for the Pocono

        9      Mountain school by individual school.  We don't have the

       10      district sheet there.  We can certainly get that provided if

       11      we need to at some point.  We do not have it with us today.

       12             Q     What's the district sheet?

       13             A     There's a district sheet that looks -- that

       14      kind of summarizes where the district is as well and that

       15      would say that -- the district sheet would say that the

       16      district was in Corrective Action II, but this is the

       17      individual schools.

       18             Q     So, in terms of Barrett Elementary Center,

       19      first of all, how did it rate with respect to this last

       20      school year for its math scores?

       21             A     Well, in terms of math scores the overall math

       22      scores for Barrett Elementary Center for students who were

       23      proficient or advanced proficient was 86.7 percent and the

       24      benchmark for the state was 56 percent to make AYP for this

       25      year.
�
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        1             Q     And with respect to reading, same question.

        2             A     For reading for Barrett Elementary School it

        3      would be 71.4 percent and the benchmark for the state was

        4      63 percent.

        5             Q     And how does that compare, if you know, with

        6      the charter school's performance?

        7             A     For the charter school in reading the students

        8      making proficient, at or above proficient, were 48.7 percent

        9      and for mathematics, 47.4 percent.

       10             Q     With respect to the Clear Run Elementary

       11      Center, same question, Doctor.  How did the school perform

       12      with respect to the math AYP test?

       13             A     Again -- I won't mention the benchmarks again

       14      because they're there again, but the overall for Clear Run

       15      Elementary Center for math was 83.5 percent and the overall

       16      for reading was 69.8 percent.

       17             Q     And with respect to the math rate was that

       18      below or above benchmark for the state?

       19             A     It was above the benchmark for the state.

       20             Q     And how about the reading results?

       21             A     It was above the benchmark for the state.

       22             Q     And how does that compare with respect to the

       23      charter school?

       24             A     Again, the charter school was -- for reading,

       25      48.7 percent, and for mathematics, 47.4 percent.
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        1             Q     With respect to Coolbaugh Elementary Center how

        2      did that perform on the math tests?

        3             A     For math it was 80.3 percent.

        4             Q     And the same benchmark of 56 percent?

        5             A     Correct.
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        6             Q     And with respect to the reading?

        7             A     61.5 percent.  And the benchmark was 63

        8      percent.

        9             Q     Pocono Elementary Center?

       10             A     Pocono Elementary Center for math was

       11      87.7 percent.  The benchmark was 56 percent.  And the

       12      overall for reading was 75.7 percent and the benchmark was

       13      63 percent.

       14             Q     Same question for Swiftwater Elementary Center.

       15             A     Swiftwater Elementary Center, the overall was

       16      70.6 percent for math and the overall for reading was 75.6.

       17             Q     Same question for Tobyhanna Elementary Center.

       18             A     Tobyhanna Elementary Center for math was

       19      85.2 percent and for reading was 71.4 percent.

       20             Q     Clear Run Intermediate School in terms of their

       21      results?

       22             A     Clear Run Intermediate School for math was

       23      71.9 percent and overall for reading was 64.8 percent.

       24             Q     And Swiftwater Intermediate School?

       25             A     Swiftwater Intermediate School for math was
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        1      82.4 percent and for reading was 75.8 percent.

        2             Q     East junior high school?

        3             A     The East junior high school was 76.5 percent

        4      and for reading was 79.5 percent.  I might also add for the

        5      East junior high school that there are no other years for

        6      comparison because the previous year was the first year that

        7      East junior high school was open as a school.

        8             Q     West junior high school.

        9             A     The West junior high school the overall in math

       10      was 63.5 percent.  The overall for reading was 73.8 percent.

       11             Q     East high school?
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       12             A     The East high school was 54.3 percent and that

       13      was below the benchmark of 56 percent and the reading was

       14      overall 62.5 percent, below the benchmark of 63 percent.

       15             Q     And I guess the last school that you have in

       16      this school report card is West high school.  How did it

       17      perform with respect to the math and reading?

       18             A     Math overall was 55.2 percent, just below the

       19      math benchmark of 56 and the overall in reading was

       20      63.6 percent.

       21             Q     You had heard Pastor Bloom, I believe, testify

       22      that his school had received a Keystone Award.  Have any

       23      schools within the district received a Keystone Award?

       24             A     Yes.

       25             Q     How many, roughly?
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        1             A     Over the past few years we have received 23

        2      Keystone Awards and they are in our elementary schools and

        3      there might have been one of the intermediate schools as

        4      well.  I think it was.

        5             Q     With respect to -- and I don't know if you

        6      still have this in front of you.  It's Tab 1, Exhibit 1.

        7      It's the Notice of Revocation.

        8             A     Yes.

        9             Q     Resolution.  There's Paragraph Nos. 19 and 20.

       10      I'll read Paragraph No. 19.  "... violated its charter with

       11      respect to discriminating against students on the basis of

       12      intellectual ability."  First of all, what do you mean as

       13      superintendent with respect to this allegation?

       14             A     Well, I think when we dealt with the issue of,

       15      in particular, Special Education, through the resources,

       16      through our Special Ed. department who work with our
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       17      offices, and based on students who were transferring into

       18      the school district we felt that there were a number of

       19      students who should have been receiving services that were

       20      not receiving services based on the testing that we

       21      conducted when they came into the district.

       22                   We also felt that there were another group of

       23      students in a number of areas, because it's kind of ongoing,

       24      who were receiving services and then it was decided upon by,

       25      I'm assuming, charter school personnel not to provide those
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        1      services anymore either just at the time that they were

        2      transferred to us or slightly before and we had questions

        3      about that.

        4             Q     Were your questions answered to your

        5      satisfaction by anyone at the charter school?

        6             A     No, and there have been various communications

        7      that go and back and forth, but they haven't been answered

        8      with respect to that issue, no.

        9             Q     What have you done as superintendent, if

       10      anything, to address these issues with the charter school?

       11             A     Well, we made -- we had communications with the

       12      state Department of Education about that.  More recently

       13      in -- since 2007, 2008 we've been writing letters back and

       14      forth and some of those have been referenced already in

       15      these hearings.

       16             Q     Well -- and feel free, please, to use the

       17      exhibit book in front of you, but I would like to

       18      specifically go through the steps that you have taken as

       19      superintendent to try and address any Special Education

       20      issues.  First of all, did you raise them -- did you raise

       21      your concerns with anyone at the state level?

       22             A     Yeah, we did, but, if I might -- and I don't
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       23      know if you would consider it a digression or not.  One of

       24      our concerns was this --

       25                   MR. ANDERS:  Objection.  Not responsive to the
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        1      question.  She asked him a question and he said, "I'm going

        2      to digress."

        3             A     I didn't say I was going to digress.

        4             Q     Did you have any other concerns?

        5             A     My other concern about the Special Education

        6      group was this.  When a subgroup is created in a school for

        7      the purposes of reporting or determining adequate yearly

        8      progress and, thus, determining whether school makes AYP as

        9      an entity as the entire school it must have 40 members in

       10      it.  As we looked at the data that was coming to us by the

       11      ongoing registrations and exchange of data where we had

       12      pretty good exchange of data in terms of enrollment with the

       13      charter school, there was a movement of students in and out

       14      of the Special Education group that was quite frequent, but

       15      when it came time to reporting for purposes of AYP, which is

       16      usually October 1st of every year, that's the number that --

       17      or the date -- the cut-off date for enrollment, for the past

       18      several years there has not been a subgroup in Special

       19      Education for the charter school.

       20             Q     Practically speaking, how would that affect the

       21      test results?

       22             A     That would depend on students and what their

       23      test scores were, but if any particular subgroup were not

       24      testing up to the standards that we just talked about, the

       25      target numbers, they would have not made AYP, that group
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        1      would not have made AYP.  The overall affect on the school
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        2      would then be determined by that figure.

        3             Q     By that subgroup.

        4             A     By that subgroup.  It could be determined

        5      solely by that subgroup.  You could have a subgroup in

        6      Special Education as a group not make AYP and the school

        7      would not make AYP even if all the other subgroups, if there

        8      were several, made AYP, and in this case there -- at least

        9      for the past couple of years, because I can't -- I think as

       10      far as the years I'm familiar with there was no subgroup in

       11      Special Education.  The number never went over 40 for the

       12      October reporting, apparently, because that would have

       13      created the subgroup.

       14             Q     I just want to make sure I understand this

       15      concept correctly.  If a subgroup doesn't make AYP, and

       16      let's say that subgroup is only 10 percent of the overall

       17      school enrollment and 90 percent of those remaining students

       18      are Advanced Proficient does the school make AYP or not?

       19             A     It's possible they would not.

       20             Q     So, what affect, generally speaking, does the

       21      creation of subgroups have for a school with respect to AYP?

       22             A     I'm sorry, could you repeat that?

       23             Q     Yeah.  The more subgroups I have as a school,

       24      does that have an affect generally or correlation with my

       25      ability as a school to make AYP?
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        1                   MR. ANDERS:  Objection.  That calls for

        2      speculation.

        3                   MR. LITTS:  Actually, it doesn't, Mr. Anders,

        4      but I'm going to ask Counsel to withdraw the question and

        5      I'm going to ask the question to get to the bottom of this.

        6                   Dr. Pfennig, if you could for purposes of the

        7      record, explain generally your understanding about AYP
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        8      reporting for individual schools and the significance of

        9      subgroups; what subgroups are there, how many students you

       10      need to create a subgroup, and what is the measure for AYP

       11      when that's all taken together.

       12             A     You need 40 students to constitute a subgroup.

       13      The subgroups are varied.  I mean, there are many.  They're

       14      based on ethnicity, they're based on levels of income,

       15      they're based on race, and very often students will be

       16      members of several subgroups.  But, in order for one

       17      subgroup to count for the purposes of AYP and be reported

       18      for test results it must have 40 in it and in this case

       19      Special Education, most recent memory, never had 40 in it

       20      although during other times in the school year there were

       21      40 students in the group and that's what our records of

       22      transfer show.

       23                   MR. LITTS:  And assuming a public school,

       24      whether it be one of a school district or a charter school,

       25      has sufficient number of students to trigger the subgroup
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        1      reporting requirement, and if that subgroup, and let's just

        2      say as a hypothetical a subgroup for Special Education

        3      students, does not meet the AYP basic threshold what

        4      significance does that have?

        5             A     If it does not meet the basic AYP threshold

        6      there is probably a good chance the school and/or the

        7      district would not make AYP.

        8                   Now, I want to clarify one issue because I

        9      think it's important.  The Special Education subgroup

       10      nationwide does not perform to the same levels as some other

       11      groups.  That's been a concern not only for this state but

       12      for many states and not just this district but many
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       13      districts and, hopefully, not just for one charter school,

       14      but all the charter schools.  The whole subgroup concept is

       15      in question.  I want to be clear on that.  But, it can

       16      affect a district or a school so it won't make AYP.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  Hopefully my question may have

       18      clarified some of those things.  I apologize for jumping in.

       19                   MS. SCHURDAK:  No, no, that's fine.

       20                   MR. LITTS:  Miss Schurdak, you can continue

       21      your questioning.

       22             Q     So, what -- other than with respect to creating

       23      subgroups for Special Ed. students what were your concerns

       24      as superintendent for exceptional students at the charter

       25      school?
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        1             A     My concern was that we wanted to be sure

        2      students were not being deprived of services so as not to

        3      create a subgroup for AYP reporting purposes and we were

        4      concerned about that.  We had no indication of whether or

        5      not -- not indication, we were concerned about it and our

        6      concern was based on the number of students who were being

        7      transferred to us who either had a change in classification

        8      or who were not receiving services while at the charter

        9      school and then required services when they came to us

       10      through a very thorough testing and evaluation process.

       11             Q     And I -- SD-6.  I don't know what tab number

       12      that is going to be.

       13             A     38.

       14                   MR. LITTS:  What document are you referring to?

       15                   MS. SCHURDAK:  This is the Shawnee Tabernacle

       16      cover sheet.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  I believe that's --

       18                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Is that 6A?  No, this is 6.
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       19                   MR. LITTS:  School District 6 is a copy of a --

       20      the first page is a copy of some checks and some e-mails.

       21                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I have it listed differently.

       22                   MR. LITTS:  Bring the document up here and see

       23      if we can identify it with the binder.

       24                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I'm sorry, SD-28.

       25                   MR. LITTS:  School District 28.
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        1                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Which I believe is Tab No. 60.

        2                   MR. LITTS:  Is Tab 60, you are correct.

        3             Q     And if you could, Dr. Pfennig, go to the Pocono

        4      Parent magazine advertisement contained within the exhibit

        5      dated June/July 2007.

        6             A     Okay.

        7                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Page 5.  You have it right

        8      there, Marshall.

        9             Q     I ask that you read over this article and tell

       10      me when you're done.

       11             A     The whole article?  Okay.

       12             Q     Well, there's a claim in this article that the

       13      school offers Special Education services and has been able

       14      to get 25 percent of its Special Education students

       15      declassified within the last year.  Do you have any opinion

       16      as to that statement contained within this magazine article?

       17      Again, as superintendent of the school district.

       18             A     Well, in order to declassify a Special

       19      Education student, once they've been classified, it's not

       20      just a process of seeing that you're doing better on any

       21      particular test or any particular PSSA score or otherwise.

       22      It really is -- it's almost as complex an issue of testing

       23      out and documenting it as it might be to be classified in
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       24      the first place, and well it should be, because one of the

       25      things that's important is that students are achieving to
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        1      the best level they can.  If they don't need the services

        2      anymore I think that's a great thing, but if they do need

        3      the services, and they may be in varying degrees, then they

        4      should still receive them and if classification is the way

        5      they receive them then they should be permitted that.

        6                   I don't know classification rates, so I

        7      won't -- among all the schools in the Commonwealth.  I do

        8      know that -- or declassification rates.  Declassification

        9      rates are usually not huge, but I think that depends what

       10      the particular school or school district is doing.

       11                   I think if you have a staff that is well

       12      trained in terms of dealing with students with disabilities,

       13      or classified students, and they could be any kind of

       14      learning disability, then I think you have a better

       15      opportunity to deal with them and have the opportunity for

       16      declassification, but you have to know what those trainings

       17      were for particular teachers.

       18                   Typically if a teacher is certified in the

       19      Commonwealth of Pennsylvania they have some familiarity

       20      with -- if they're not certified in Special Education they

       21      have some familiarity with alternative teaching techniques,

       22      but they would really have to be someone who's trained

       23      specifically to deal with specific behaviors, specific

       24      disabilities in order to work toward that declassification.

       25      I mean, that would be my take on that.
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        1             Q     As superintendent do you have any concerns

        2      today with respect to how Special Education students are

        3      educated at the charter school?
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        4             A     I have a concern.  My concern remains the same

        5      as it has been stated before.  I don't know on a daily basis

        6      how they are educated at the charter school, but I do have a

        7      concern when students on a fairly regular basis are

        8      declassified and when students on a fairly regular basis who

        9      transfer to us come to us either in need of services or,

       10      perhaps, have been declassified just prior to their arriving

       11      on our doorstep if they transfer out.  I mean, that's

       12      something we have experienced on a fairly consistent basis

       13      for the past two years.

       14             Q     When you stay a fairly consistent basis for the

       15      last two years can you give the board an idea roughly of the

       16      numbers that we're talking about?

       17             A     Well, I don't have the numbers.  I can refer

       18      back to -- I know a document was introduced as one of these

       19      elements of evidence before in a letter I wrote to Deborah

       20      Sotack, but for the one year, and I think that was 2007,

       21      there were over 100 students who transferred to us from the

       22      charter school and in looking at that list of students there

       23      were some -- I don't know, 28 students who were in need of

       24      varying services.  Five had been -- five had retained

       25      classification with the appropriate documentation when they
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        1      came to us, I think there were 17 or 18 that needed services

        2      that came to us, and there were another five to seven that

        3      were declassified just before they came to us.  So, we found

        4      the needs of those students to far exceed what their

        5      transcripts showed they needed and our determination was

        6      made through a team approach, testing, doing some diagnosis

        7      when the students came into our district, and that -- and

        8      that's unusual for that number of students.
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        9             Q     You mentioned Miss Sotack.  Why did you contact

       10      Miss Sotack?

       11             A     Well, originally we contacted Ms. Sotack

       12      because of that reason and we had had some prior

       13      communications with Pastor Bloom and I mentioned that

       14      before.  I wrote him a letter and he wrote me back and I

       15      know what the statute says, but we --

       16             Q     Well, let's stop there.  You wrote Pastor

       17      Bloom.

       18             A     Yes.

       19             Q     Were your concerns over Special Education

       20      satisfactorily addressed after you wrote to Pastor Bloom?

       21             A     Pastor Bloom wrote back to me and said that

       22      Special Education was under the purview of the state

       23      Department of Education and he's absolutely correct.  In

       24      that respect he's correct.  I thought we might have a better

       25      response in terms of addressing the issue.
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        1             Q     Okay.  And what did you do after Pastor Bloom

        2      advised you that it was under the purview of the state?

        3             A     That's when I made the decision to contact

        4      Ms. Sotack in writing.

        5             Q     And why did you contact this particular

        6      individual?

        7             A     Because she was the person who represented the

        8      state Department of Education and was really -- in terms of

        9      monitoring and, I guess, compliance in this area or --

       10      certain aspects of Special Education.

       11             Q     And can you tell me about that process, when

       12      you first contacted her through its conclusion.

       13             A     Well, without referring to the specific dates,

       14      and it took a span of time to do that --
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       15             Q     And you certainly may wish to.  I mean,

       16      these -- a lot of things have been admitted into evidence.

       17      I think if you look at J-17 through -- well, J-14 through

       18      J-21 to help refresh your recollection.

       19             A     I'm sorry, J-17?

       20             Q     J-14, I think, up through J-21.

       21             A     Well, J-14 was not something that was --

       22      J-14's not something that was written by me and that's 2008,

       23      so I don't know ... according to this book.

       24             Q     In January of 2008 did you write a letter to

       25      Miss Sotack?
�
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        1             A     Yes.  I'm trying to find it.

        2             Q     J-15, which is Tab 20.  No, Tab 21, excuse me.

        3             A     Yes.  I have -- Tab 21 here is a letter from

        4      Ms. Sotack to me.

        5                   MR. ANDERS:  Exhibit 15 is a letter from Miss

        6      Sotack to ....

        7             A     Well, okay, guys.

        8             Q     I'm looking at the cover sheet here and perhaps

        9      the cover sheet was inaccurate.

       10             A     What's the J number again?

       11             Q     Well, there's a series of letters that have

       12      already been introduced into evidence and it starts around

       13      J-14 and I believe they go through J-27 and I'll actually

       14      refer you to J-27 which is a January 24th, 2008 letter.

       15             A     I don't know where it is on this tab.

       16                   MR. LITTS:  That would be Tab 33.

       17             A     A letter dated January 24th?

       18                   MR. LITTS:  Yes, and then there's another

       19      letter attached to the back of that.
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       20                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Actually, there's two letters

       21      attached to the letter, if I remember correctly.

       22             A     Right.  That was my letter to Miss Sotack

       23      expressing my concerns about the issues we had just

       24      discussed.  Attached to it is my letter to Pastor Bloom and

       25      also his response to me.  With Ms. Sotack I emphasized that
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        1      even though -- if, in fact, Pastor Bloom were correct in his

        2      assessment, which is right according to the statute, that I

        3      had a fiduciary responsibility again to make sure that

        4      services were being provided to the students who should be

        5      receiving them especially since taxpayer dollars were being

        6      spent on the charter school.

        7             Q     Let tea me stop you for a second.  Did Pastor

        8      Bloom ever reference the underlying charter in whether or

        9      not he had permitted the school district to give oversight

       10      based on the charter in effect at the time?

       11             A     No, he did not.

       12             Q     And with respect to that charter what is your

       13      understanding with respect to Special Education and the

       14      ability or the inability of the school district to monitor

       15      Special Ed.?

       16                   MR. ANDERS:  Objection to the form of the

       17      question.  It's not his understanding, it's what the

       18      document states.

       19                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Anders, can you repeat your

       20      objection?

       21                   MR. ANDERS:  It's not his understanding of what

       22      the charter says, it's what the charter says that's

       23      controlling.

       24                   MR. LITTS:  Your objection is ruled.  He can

       25      testify to his understanding.  If the board finds it correct
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        1      or incorrect it will reach its own conclusion.

        2             A     My understanding was we were entitled to that

        3      information and to be working with them or be able to

        4      comment on things and maybe have them worked out.  I mean,

        5      I -- that was my assumption.  My understanding.

        6             Q     So, you write this letter to Miss Sotack in

        7      January of '08.

        8             A     Mm-hmm.

        9             Q     And what happens with your concerns?

       10             A     Well, I believe -- well, at that point -- I

       11      don't know if that's the point where we had a lull in not

       12      having anybody respond to us.  I think there was a response

       13      from Ms. Sotack saying she was going to do a compliance look

       14      at the charter school -- I don't know what that's listed as,

       15      I know it was introduced -- and then basically get back to

       16      us.  But, you know, I don't know which piece that is.

       17      Ms. Sotack was going to -- because we asked for a full

       18      compliance audit and she said she was going there to do some

       19      kind of audit of the things we had mentioned.

       20             Q     And what is a compliance audit?

       21             A     A compliance audit is a look at processes that

       22      are in place for Special Education to make sure that -- it

       23      usually involves coming in and taking a sampling of various

       24      documentation that has to be either kept on students or has

       25      to be filed with the Department of Education or has to be
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        1      shared with parents or has to be dealt with in some manner

        2      by the Special Education team with parents and the school

        3      and taking a look to see that those things are in place.

        4             Q     Will a compliance check address whether or not
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        5      it is appropriate to declassify a student?

        6             A     What the compliance check would do -- it

        7      wouldn't tell you if it was appropriate to declassify a

        8      student, it would tell you if the appropriate steps were

        9      taken.  It wouldn't tell you you should not have or you

       10      should have based on the student piece because, quite

       11      frankly, Ms. Sotack's office had little concern -- not

       12      because of her individual liking for children, had little

       13      concern for the students, it had concern for the process.

       14             Q     And was Miss Sotack able to focus on non

       15      process, I think that was your term, non process issues?

       16             A     No, and I think she stated that in one of the

       17      letters she had written.

       18             Q     And you were present for her testimony as well.

       19             A     Yes.

       20             Q     Are your concerns with respect to Special Ed.

       21      procedural in nature?

       22             A     Absolutely not.

       23             Q     What are your concerns?

       24             A     My concerns are for children who may not be

       25      receiving services that they deserve, who may not be
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        1      receiving services that are supposed to be provided for them

        2      not only legally but morally, and I think part of my concern

        3      is that in my experience in dealing with school districts

        4      and children a learning disability is not a disease, it is

        5      not something you cure, it is something you learn to deal

        6      with.

        7                   We've all heard stories, hearsay, I guess,

        8      but we've all heard stories about people who have overcome

        9      tremendous disabilities to become quite outstanding citizens

       10      and you can pick your list, pick your name.  It's probably
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       11      people in this room as well.  I'll vouch for myself although

       12      the outstanding citizen part is up to the judgment of

       13      others, but I think the thing is that disabilities are

       14      issues when they're educational issues that have to be dealt

       15      with so that students can learn.

       16                   We've all heard that students, every student

       17      can learn, and that's true and for some it's going to be a

       18      major struggle and for some it'll be easy and for some it'll

       19      be whatever term falls in between, but for sure it's not

       20      something that you say, "Well, I have a class size of 25 or

       21      less, so I don't need to do that anymore."

       22                   There may be an example of that, there may be

       23      an example of an outstanding teacher who has 35 students in

       24      a class who learns how to differentiate instruction in a

       25      most appropriate manner and assist a student in overcoming a
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        1      disability like no one we've ever seen before, but, in

        2      general, that doesn't happen.

        3                   There is no study I know of, and I'll stand

        4      corrected if somebody shows me that, where it says learning

        5      disabilities go away if there's a small class size.  There

        6      are usually a lot of other things that go with it and

        7      certainly class size was something that was being used in

        8      reference and advertisements and in a number of other

        9      publications to be one of the keys in reducing Special

       10      Education classifications and that's of concern because for

       11      children -- you know, put all this aside.  When you start to

       12      deal with individual lives -- and I'm sure people have their

       13      opinions on how the Pocono Mountain School District deals

       14      with that, but when you start to deal with individual lives

       15      and the effect that having services for students either has
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       16      on the individual or not -- I was distracted.  I'm sorry.

       17             Q     That's okay.

       18             A     -- on the individuals or not I think it's

       19      important in this business we find ourselves and I just

       20      think it's something that I'm still concerned about.

       21             Q     In terms of class size can you compare the

       22      class sizes offered here at the district to that of the

       23      charter school?

       24             A     I don't know the individual class sizes at the

       25      charter school, I only know what they have in the
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        1      advertisements.  I haven't sat down and done a thing with

        2      their enrollment by teachers, but they say 25, so I'm sure

        3      it's 25 or less.  Usually you post the upper number.

        4                   On our elementary levels now, if I call them

        5      the primary levels, kindergarten and first grade, we're

        6      running somewhere between 18 and 21.  When we look at third

        7      grade through fifth grade we're running 23 to 25.  25 would

        8      be unusual unless there was some movement in and out of the

        9      district at some time.

       10                   On the secondary level we're running somewhere

       11      between 21 and, maybe, 26.  There might be a couple of

       12      individual sections that might be as high as 28, but that

       13      might be due to scheduling.  Generally our average class

       14      size is 25 or lower.

       15             Q     Now, after the revocation notice was delivered

       16      to the Pocono charter school, and this is going back to May

       17      of '08, did you ever receive a response from anyone at the

       18      charter school?  Directly.

       19             A     No.

       20             Q     At some point in time the attorneys agreed to

       21      what I'm going to call a discovery process.  Are you aware
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       22      of that?

       23             A     I'm aware of it.

       24                   (DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO COMPEL marked for

       25      identification as School District Exhibit No. 45.)
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        1             Q     And I'm going to show you what I have marked as

        2      is SD-45.  Do you recognize this document, Doctor?

        3             A     Yes.

        4             Q     And what is it?

        5             A     It's the Defendant's Motion to Compel Discovery

        6      directed to the plaintiff.

        7             Q     And --

        8                   MR. ANDERS:  I'm going to object to this on the

        9      grounds of relevancy and it was also ruled on to my

       10      understanding by the Court of Common Pleas.

       11                   MS. SCHURDAK:  It is extremely relevant.

       12      During Mr. Anders' questions to Pastor Bloom, Pastor Bloom

       13      said, "Well, we drop things off to the district."  "We gave

       14      it to the district."  "We mailed it to the district," and it

       15      becomes a credibility issue and, clearly, if the district

       16      has to file a motion where it says not one document in its

       17      request for the production of documents has been given that

       18      is relevant and will aid the board in judging Pastor Bloom's

       19      credibility on the issue.

       20                   I note for the record the underlying court

       21      orders are already in evidence without objection by

       22      Mr. Anders and, in fact, attached to the one court order is

       23      the -- I think it's the May 20th court order is already the

       24      underlying motion.  Just for some reason the May 7th order

       25      didn't include the underlying motion.
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        1                   So, I would say it's been waived by Mr. Anders

        2      at this point as well.

        3                   MR. ANDERS:  I haven't raised anything at this

        4      point in time and --

        5                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Waived.

        6                   MR. ANDERS:  -- if you're going to put this

        7      motion on and you're going to testify and Mr. Pfennig's

        8      going to testify and the Court already ruled on it and

        9      denied your motion after a full evidentiary hearing and --

       10      excuse me.  And if you want to get into credibility on

       11      discovery the school district hasn't produced a single

       12      document we've asked for.

       13                   MS. SCHURDAK:  Excuse me.  There's a Motion to

       14      Compel granted, it's already been admitted into evidence,

       15      so Mr. Anders is not being honest and forthright with this

       16      board here today.

       17                   MR. ANDERS:  I absolutely am.

       18                   MR. LITTS:  I would ask both counsel to sit

       19      down and I'll remind them again for the third or fourth time

       20      that there is a certain level of decorum we want to keep and

       21      I understand tempers run high, but let me try to sift

       22      through this.

       23                   I have repeatedly said for purpose of the

       24      record, and I'll say it yet again, to the extent that

       25      counsel has engaged in discovery under the auspices of the
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        1      Monroe County Court of Common Pleas, to the extent that

        2      there are any issues of alleged compliance or non-compliance

        3      with legitimate discovery requests those should be directed

        4      to the Court.

        5                   That being said, there has been testimony

        6      previously by Pastor Bloom that documents were dropped off
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        7      to the school district and I believe, if my recollection

        8      serves me correctly, those references to documents being

        9      dropped off were to various forms of documents.

       10                   I also recall this witness, Dr. Pfennig, that

       11      he's testified previously as to the manner in which the

       12      school district receives documents via the mail and also via

       13      hand delivery and his recollections about what may have been

       14      received by him or other people within his office which he

       15      would be aware of as chief administrative officer for the

       16      district.

       17                   To the extent that -- Attorney Schurdak, you

       18      have some questions to follow up or to supplement that

       19      testimony I am going to allow it.  I will caution both

       20      counsel I don't think it serves any real helpful purpose

       21      for the board to get into the gyrations of discovery and

       22      what you guys did or didn't do.  That's before the Court.

       23      That's not our role to play here, it's whether or not

       24      there's sufficient evidence to support the revocation being

       25      brought by the administration.
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        1                   But, that being said, if there is some

        2      questions for this witness as to the receipt of documents

        3      I'll give you some latitude, but I don't want to get into

        4      the discovery practice engaged by counsel.

        5                   MS. SCHURDAK:  That's not my intent, it really

        6      is with respect to just Pastor Bloom's prior testimony.

        7                   MR. FENNICK:  I've been sitting listening all

        8      day --

        9                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick, you are out of order.

       10      We have ruled, and I stated this previously on the record,

       11      that we will have one attorney address the witness.
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       12                   MR. FENNICK:  I am not addressing a witness, I

       13      am addressing an objection.

       14                   MR. LITTS:  And Mr. Anders is the attorney that

       15      has been designated today and any objection or statements

       16      should be through Mr. Anders.

       17                   MR. ANDERS:  Then I do have a statement.

       18      First of all, as Miss Schurdak is aware, Pastor Bloom didn't

       19      testify about documents being produced in the discovery

       20      process, that was documents being produced in response to a

       21      letters of April 10th.

       22                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Anders, we don't even have a

       23      question right now.  I have taken the question off the

       24      record.  So -- and I agree with you, that's what he did

       25      testify to, so let's get the question first and then
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        1      everyone can just listen and then we'll see if we can

        2      proceed.

        3             Q     I believe I asked the witness whether or not

        4      he, first of all, was familiar or recognized SD-45.

        5                   MR. LITTS:  And the answer was yes.  So, ask

        6      your question.

        7             Q     And what is SD-45?

        8             A     It's Defendant's Motion to Compel Discovery

        9      directed to Plaintiff; Plaintiff being Pocono Mountain

       10      charter School, Defendant being the Pocono Mountain School

       11      District.

       12             Q     Prior to filing this motion had the district

       13      received any response to its discovery request?

       14                   MR. FENNICK:  We need to address this in the

       15      back if we can.  I would not be standing up here if --

       16                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick.  Mr. Fennick.

       17                   MR. ANDERS:  No.
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       18                   MR. LITTS:  Sit down because I'm sustaining

       19      your objection.  This isn't relevant.  This is not relevant,

       20      so sit down.

       21                   MR. FENNICK:  It goes way beyond relevancy,

       22      what she's doing.

       23                   MR. LITTS:  Mr. Fennick, I sustained the

       24      objection and if you actually listen to my request we can

       25      maintain some decorum and I'll admonish counsel one more
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        1      time to have respect for the process and I don't need

        2      attorneys jumping up raising their voices.

        3                   MR. FENNICK:  Well, it would be to hear about

        4      the ethical complaint that's going to be filed.  If we could

        5      discuss --

        6                   THE REPORTER:  I'm sorry, what would be filed?

        7                   MS. SCHURDAK:  What?

        8                   MR. LITTS:  The objection is sustained.  Ms.

        9      Schurdak, I don't think this witness needs to talk about

       10      discovery with regards to the civil proceeding.  So, if this

       11      witness has information as to requests for information that

       12      was generated by the school district a response is fair

       13      game.  I don't want to talk about civil discovery under the

       14      auspices of the Monroe County Court of Common Pleas.

       15                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I would note my objection on the

       16      record.  I believe this is fair game because I believe it

       17      will aid the triers of fact in whether or not Pastor Bloom

       18      is credible.  If you say you've given documents to an entity

       19      and then you're served with a Notice of Revocation don't you

       20      think that the next thing you would do if the district is

       21      requesting the production of documents that you would

       22      produce them to counsel?  It's sort of a no brainer.
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       23                   But, I respect your decision.  Note my

       24      objection to the record.

       25                   I have no idea why opposing counsel is now
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        1      personally threatening me, but I will note for the record

        2      that there have been personal attacks on my credibility

        3      throughout this process.

        4                   MR. LITTS:  And, again, you know, I think --

        5      the day is getting long.  I think some of the attorneys are

        6      turning this into a personal thing.

        7                   But, we'll move on unless there's any factual

        8      information that this witness has as to the receipt or

        9      request for documents that were generated by the school

       10      district, not through counsel, and if counsel want to talk

       11      afterwards I'm more than happy to do that off the record and

       12      then if there's something we have to put on the record, fine

       13      so long as we don't hold up the stenographer because she has

       14      another commitment.

       15                   So, move on to another area.

       16             Q     Dr. Pfennig, after the Notice of Revocation was

       17      served on the charter school, did you receive any documents

       18      from the charter school prior to obtaining the court orders

       19      from Judge Cheslock?

       20             A     No.

       21             Q     Dr. Pfennig, what are you recommending to the

       22      board today?

       23             A     Today?

       24             Q     Mm-hmm.  What's your recommendation?

       25             A     My recommendation with regard to the revocation
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        1      of the charter, I'm assuming.

        2             Q     Yes.  That's what we're here on.
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        3             A     My recommendation at this particular time would

        4      be if the issues are not fully addressed we have noted in

        5      the revocation notice that we revoke the charter, that the

        6      school board revoke the charter.

        7             Q     Have the issues been addressed to your

        8      satisfaction as superintendent?

        9             A     No.

       10             Q     Tell me what the existing concerns are that you

       11      have as superintendent.

       12             A     Well, we have an open concern about the lease

       13      being exorbitant.

       14                   We have -- again, this is largely due to not

       15      getting responses to the items that were in the revocation

       16      notice.  We have a large concern about the transfer and

       17      declassification of Special Education students and/or

       18      classification, declassification, whichever term you use,

       19      when they come to the district and that's ongoing even as --

       20      even within the last couple of weeks.

       21                   We have an ongoing concern about the exorbitant

       22      salaries.

       23                   We have an ongoing concern about not getting a

       24      clear picture of what the medical benefits are for the staff

       25      and how they tie in.  They were supposed to be tied in
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        1      together.

        2                   Pretty much all of the things that were in the

        3      revocation notice.  I can't think of any exceptions at this

        4      point.

        5                   I do know that we have had some communications,

        6      perhaps before the revocation notice, that may have said

        7      safety plans were addressed and a couple of things were
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        8      handed into the state to be put on that list, but that was

        9      before we got into all those issues that are before the

       10      Court now, too.

       11                   So, I think now it's a pretty open book in

       12      terms of what the revocation notice said.

       13                   When -- and backtracking -- well, I don't want

       14      to backtrack, so I won't go on.

       15                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I will offer Exhibits No. 43 and

       16      forty -- School District 43 and 44 into evidence.

       17                   MR. LITTS:  Any objection to 43 and 44?

       18                   MR. ANDERS:  No.

       19                   MR. LITTS:  They are admitted.

       20             Q     Is there anything else that you feel the board

       21      should be aware of with respect to this pending proceeding?

       22             A     I think it's important as we've gone through

       23      this proceeding, which is a piece of the law, what is

       24      required, for the board to have an understanding that we

       25      followed the procedure -- that we believe we've followed the
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        1      procedure administratively that's been put down before us in

        2      the statute to question what's gone on.

        3                   Again, this isn't about personalities, this

        4      isn't about trying to shut down places or keep them open,

        5      this is about dealing with the concerns that a district

        6      would have when its taxpayers are asked to support a school

        7      building as if it were one of its own and it is one of its

        8      own.  It belongs to -- the charter school belongs to the

        9      community as much as any of the other 14 school buildings.

       10      It happens to be operated under different rules which,

       11      whether people agree with them or not, doesn't really

       12      matter.  They operate under those rules.  Those are the

       13      rules which we have to go by when we are charged with
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       14      monitoring them, looking at the practices that are going on

       15      with what the statute says we can do.

       16                   I think it's also -- it behooves this district

       17      to be responsible.  We don't sit down back and make a

       18      judgment about school choice.  I think that's important.

       19      And, this revocation hearing isn't about school choice,

       20      it's about a particular charter school.

       21                   Unfortunately, fortunately, this board has had

       22      to deal with charter issues for a long time.  They have had

       23      some work positively, some work negatively, and some are

       24      somewhere in between, and I think as the other school

       25      districts deal with that this board has to deal with that.
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        1                   I have talked a lot about my fiduciary

        2      responsibility and my due diligence based on the evidence we

        3      have before us when we ask for it or when we get it, when we

        4      deal with it, and if there are questions, just as we have

        5      for our own schools that don't meet AYP, that have students

        6      that aren't doing well, we make sure that the corrective

        7      actions are in place to change that around and we've

        8      effectively done that.

        9                   When you talk in terms of the charter school

       10      we don't have that direct aspect of dealing with the charter

       11      school other than the responsibility of broad oversight,

       12      but we have the same concern because it's not school choice

       13      that is the issue, it's the fact that if parents choose to

       14      have their students go to a charter school they should have

       15      the same expectation they would have of any public school

       16      where students would attend, that they be given the kind of

       17      education they're entitled to.

       18                   In talking about the responsibility to
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       19      taxpayers, again I reiterate that budgetary times are

       20      extremely difficult, everybody knows that, and

       21      superintendents get accused of editorializing all the time

       22      and trying to sway it one way or the other, so people either

       23      like what you're doing or not.  Our responsibility first is

       24      to the children, our responsibility second is to the

       25      taxpayer, it's not the other way around, and if I thought it
�
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        1      were I'm in the wrong business because I made a career of

        2      this.

        3                   This isn't a game, this is how to effectively

        4      educate children, use dollars responsibly, and make sure

        5      that everyone understands the reporting mechanisms that are

        6      in place so that everyone understands what's going on and

        7      that doesn't mean we agree, we disagree, whatever else.  If

        8      I had my druthers, and I'll say it for the record, I'd

        9      change the Charter School Law in the state in a minute.

       10      In a minute.  I think it is a state responsibility.  I know

       11      Mr. Fennick has said that on one or two occasions.  And not

       12      necessarily a school district responsibility.

       13                   But, if it is our responsibility now then we

       14      have to do it.  The State can't say, "You're responsible for

       15      the approval, the disapproval, the allocation of dollars,

       16      be responsible to taxpayers."  An institution that has no

       17      vote on the board of education, an institution that has very

       18      different rules, and yet we have to oversee that.

       19                   If someone said to me "I'll give you 4 million

       20      dollars a year and I'll have you create programs that are

       21      unique," or a program that is unique, different, appeals to

       22      certain parents in certain ways where they can make a choice

       23      and go into it and have it carry on forever we could do

       24      that, but that's not the way it works, but that is the way
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       25      it works for charter schools.  So, the responsibility aspect
�
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        1      comes that we have to oversee that.

        2                   And unless the law changes we have to do what

        3      we have to do and it's about children and I think it's

        4      important that the board understand that that's the reason

        5      we brought these concerns to them.

        6             Q     You heard allegations that the school district

        7      is jealous at the way the charter school is performing

        8      academically.  Has that affected your decision on your

        9      recommendation here today?

       10             A     No.  I mean, when you're in a public position,

       11      and I think people who get elected to office deal with it,

       12      people who are employed by taxpayers understand it -- well,

       13      I don't know if you ever get used to it, maybe you don't get

       14      used to it, but there is a certain of amount of personal

       15      attack that goes along with that along with attack on the

       16      institution.  We -- it has nothing to do with the test

       17      scores.  There has been a fair amount of advertising out

       18      there that says -- and comment, political comment, that we

       19      have empty seats that we'd like to put the charter school

       20      students into and that's why we're pursuing this.

       21             Q     That would be my next question, actually.

       22             A     Well, why would we do that?  There's no --

       23      there's nothing to be gained in terms of financial or

       24      fiduciary additions to the school district and you'd have a

       25      number of people who were being upset from their educational
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        1      institution that they like and they chose and it's public.

        2                   There are those who say out there from the

        3      political coffers as well as the, once in a while, editorial
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        4      sections that we're doing it to get more money.

        5             Q     Are you?

        6             A     And I think I'm not understanding of that other

        7      than the fact that they often couch that in that you get aid

        8      for Special Education students, you get more state aid than

        9      you get per regular education students.  That's true, but

       10      everybody forgets that the education rate of reimbursement

       11      doesn't even meet 30 percent of the cost to deal with

       12      students who might be classified as Special Education.  So,

       13      when you talk about special services any aid that the

       14      district would get or the charter school gets, for that

       15      matter, in terms of dealing with Special Ed. students is

       16      only the tip of the iceberg.

       17                   I could likewise say that the charter school's

       18      not classifying or declassifying students because that means

       19      they can't provide the additional services beyond the aid

       20      and that would be a huge cost factor, but I don't say that

       21      because I don't think that's the reason for declassifying or

       22      classifying students.

       23                   So, I think when we hear the public comments

       24      about some of these things we say as administration -- and

       25      we are an administration, we're not one superintendent
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        1      saying to the board "You need to look at this.  This is your

        2      responsibility.  This is a public institution.  This is an

        3      institution that is as accountable to the public as we are."

        4      Run differently, different rules, and unless the state

        5      changes we have to make sure those rules are in effect.

        6                   MS. SCHURDAK:  I have no further questions for

        7      this witness.

        8                   MR. LITTS:  Looking at my watch I have 3:30.

        9      I'll speculate, Mr. Anders, that you won't be able to finish
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       10      your cross examination in one hour.

       11                   MR. ANDERS:  I'm not and it would be a lot more

       12      streamlined if I don't start today.

       13                   MR. LITTS:  I think that is well put because I

       14      know the board will probably have some questions.  So,

       15      unless there's any strenuous objection from counsel for

       16      either side I think we should just wrap up Dr. Pfennig's

       17      direct examination today.

       18                   We are scheduled for another hearing on

       19      February 1st at 10:00 a.m. and we'll reconvene at that point

       20      in time and begin cross examination and then the board could

       21      ask any questions as we've done before.  Is that okay with

       22      both sides?

       23                   MS. SCHURDAK:  That is okay with me, yes.

       24                   I guess for the record if there is -- I'll be

       25      advertising, as we have in the past, the next scheduled
�
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        1      hearing dates.  My understanding is all parties have agreed

        2      to the following process.  If the school is closed for a

        3      snow day this hearing will not occur.  If there is a

        4      delay -- I'm actually not sure.  If it's two hour or less

        5      delay are we convening then?

        6                   MR. LITTS:  I think if it's a two hour delay

        7      we'll cancel the hearing.

        8                   MS. SCHURDAK:  What about an hour?

        9                   DR. PFENNIG:  We don't do hour delays.

       10                   MR. LITTS:  If there's a delay or snow day

       11      we'll cancel the hearing and talk with counsel about how we

       12      can notify folks.

       13                   MR. FENNICK:  My agreement will be that you can

       14      drive me if it's snowing.
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       15                   MR. LITTS:  I won't put anything on the record

       16      about that.

       17                   With that, we'll recess this hearing and

       18      reconvene on February 1st, 2010, in this room at 10:00 a.m.

       19                   MR. FENNICK:  Can we have a discussion for a

       20      few minutes?

       21                   MR. LITTS:  Sure.

       22                   (Off record discussion.)

       23                             - - -

       24                   (Whereupon, the above adjourned at 3:32 o'clock

       25      p.m. on Tuesday, December 8, 2009.)
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        3                     I, Donna G. Kenderdine, R.P.R., do hereby

        4      certify that the foregoing was taken stenographically by me

        5      on December 8, 2009, and that this transcript is a true and

        6      correct transcript of the same, fully transcribed under my

        7      direction, to the best of my ability and skill.

        8                     I further certify that I am not a relative or

        9      employee of any of the parties in this action; that I am not
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